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Abstract

Personalization efforts aim to alleviate the “information overload” problem in an attempt to help users address their information needs in the
best way possible. An increasing number of systems that employ personalization have cropped up in recent past with even well-known commercial giants targeting their efforts towards enhanced personalization within
their services e.g. Amazon product recommendations, Netflix movie recommendations, Google Now etc. A fundamental building block of any
personalization attempt is the user model that powers it. User modelling
has remained a theme central within the broad research area of personalization with most traditional sources for user modelling being controversial
in nature on account of the loss of privacy associated with them. With
the advent of the Social Web, a paradigm shift has occurred in the way
content is generated on the Web leading it to become an online gathering
point for the masses. Users now leave traces of their online experiences on
various Social Web platforms referred to as “social breadcrumbs” in the
context of this thesis. Recent research efforts began to explore the possibility of utilizing Social Web data for creation of personalization-centric
user models; most of the approaches attempted to make use of bookmarks
and social tags for user modelling. These sources however are less effective
on account of few users making use of bookmarking and social annotation
tools rendering them infeasible for large-scale application in personalized
applications.
Given the limitations of current user modelling efforts, we explored social network usage patterns and personalization-related privacy concerns
in an attempt to derive aspects of Social Web data that can lead towards effective user profiles. The analyzed correlations led us towards
the proposition of a Twitter-based user model which takes into account
not only the language usage patterns of the user under consideration but
also users in his/her network. More specifically, a framework based on

statistical language models is proposed. This model enables us to model
the probability distribution of words within a user’s language that he/she
employs over Twitter in addition to the probability distribution of words
within those user’s language whom he considers trustworthy (on Twitter).
The expressive nature of the user modelling efforts are depicted via the
incorporation of two similarity measures into the model whereby common users within a network are utilized for the network-based similarity
measure, and common topical interests are utilized within the topical similarity measures. To the best of our knowledge, this work constitutes one
of the first attempts to take into account social network usage information
for the generation of user profiles.
The proposed model was extensively explored in the context of two application scenarios, namely Web search personalization and scientific articles’
recommendation, and both of these are fundamentally quite challenging
in nature. For application to Web search personalization, we take into
account various Twitter behaviors a user engages in. Adjustment of the
parameters on basis of the Twitter behavior-based heuristics demonstrate
an effective solution to personalized Web search which was verified via
extensive offline and online experimental evaluations. Similarly, for application to scientific articles’ recommendation the model was adjusted by
only taking into account network of followed users, and replacing similarity measures with a topic modelling-based filtering measure that helps
topics relevant to a user’s research interest. The recommendation framework outperforms a standard baseline and produces rich recommendations
of scientific articles for the user.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation and Problem Statement

The deluge of information on the World Wide Web has given birth to the problem
of information overload causing the “information available to exceed the user’s ability to process it [25]”. A fundamental solution to this problem has been a plethora
of personalized applications that tailor their functionality to the needs of users [34].
The demand for personalization on the World Wide Web is growing at an unprecedented scale. The growing popularity of personalized applications such as Amazon
and Netflix bear testimony to this. Effective personalization is largely dependent on
the nature of models that capture users’ interests and preferences to create what is
known as a “user profile.”

1.1.1

Traditional Methods for User Profile Creation

Traditional approaches for user profile construction make use of a user’s search history (e.g., query logs and clickthrough data), browsing history, desktop documents,
and/or emails [57, 169, 105]. The underlying intuition behind the use of such data
is the fact that it incorporates feedback from the user1 thereby gathering user intent through acquisition of additional contextual information from the user [135].
However, traditional methods suffer from the following major drawbacks:
• Privacy: The nature of the data utilized in traditional models may be too
personal or sensitive and users are particularly cautious about its use [93].
• Noise: There is huge amount of noise in traditional data sources [112] due to
the uncertainty of users’ information need.
1

History data in particular is an effective form of user feedback.

1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Site
google.com
facebook.com
youtube.com
yahoo.com
baidu.com
amazon.com
wikipedia.org
taobao.com
twitter.com
qq.com

Rank
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Site
google.co.in
live.com
sina.com.cn
weibo.com
linkedin.com
yahoo.co.jp
google.co.jp
ebay.com
yandex.ru
tmail.com

Table 1.1: Top 20 Websites Globally
• Lack of Networking Context: The World Wide Web has transitioned from
being merely a “Web of Documents” to incorporate a “Web of People” [22];
however, information about the network activity of users is not available in
traditional sources.

1.1.2

User Profiles Gathered from Social Web

The World Wide Web has turned into an online gathering point for the masses, and
this evolution is now referred to as the Social Web. This change enables users to
leave traces of their social experiences which we refer to as social breadcrumbs2 . In
recent years, the Social Web has enabled a new form of user collaboration where users
engage within a social network while at the same time generating their own content
which is popularly known as user-generated content [183]. The Social Web affords
users with the opportunity to share, communicate, connect, interact, and create usergenerated data at an unprecedented rate. Significant constituents of the Social Web
are popular social media platforms such as Facebook3 , LinkedIn4 , Twitter5 , MySpace6 , Wikipedia7 , and YouTube8 . Table 1.1 shows seven social media sites (marked
in bold) to be among the top 20 websites ranked globally according to usage (Internet
traffic by Alexa on June 5, 2015).
2

Simply, footprints on the Social Web.
http://www.facebook.com
4
http://www.linkedin.com
5
http://www.twitter.com
6
http://www.myspace.com
7
http://www.wikipedia.org
8
http://www.youtube.com
3

2

The growing use of social media applications allows users to leave behind social breadcrumbs from which their interests and preferences can be automatically
extracted and this has become an essential part of the user profiling process for personalized applications. Given the fact that social media contains significant pointers
related to users’ interests and preferences in the form of clear and explicit topics,
an increasing number of research is making use of it for the extraction, analysis and
representation of users’ interests [29, 39, 74, 87]. In summary, Table 1.2 lists the
significant differences between use of traditional methods and methods that create
profiles from the Social Web.
Table 1.2: Difference between traditional methods and Social Web based methods
for user profile creation
Traditional Methods
Data is of a private nature
and, hence not easily available.
Data is implicit in nature.
Data contains a lot of noisy
user interactions.
Data does not contain information about network connections.

1.2

Methods using Social Web Data
Data is publicly available
and, users do not have privacy concerns while sharing
it.
Data contains explicit indication of user interests.
Data contains clear mentions of topics that are of interest to the user.
Data being derived from
social networks contains
rich information about
those whom user trusts.

Open Issues

Existing approaches that make use of social media data for personalization are fundamentally built upon the following ideas:
• Making use of Web page social annotations (folksonomies)9 for improved personalization [21]
9

These are mostly available on sites like Delicious, CiteULike, Flickr

3

• Making use of social media data to identify trending topics (e.g. news items)
for improved ranking/recommendation of Web items centered on the trending
topics [5, 55]
• Making use of friendship links within the social network of a user to filter the
information presented to the user [39]
There remain a number of unaddressed issues with respect to the above-mentioned
ideas:
• Social annotations of Web pages (folksonomies) are useful for only a minor
portion of the Web and mostly cover news articles. Moreover, due to the ease
(i.e., openness) of social tagging services, social annotations are highly prone to
social spammers [149].
• Trending topics on social media are mostly composed of news articles and leveraging this data has a greater chance of improving personalization for news articles thereby ignoring general-purpose personalization.
• Despite the effectiveness and novelty that comes through utilization of a user’s
social network friendship links this approach remains limited to an enterprise
setting due to the ease of availability of such data being limited to enterprises.
Lastly and most significantly, understanding the target audience of personalized
applications is an important aspect for the development of meaningful and wellaccepted applications. In particular users’ privacy concerns have proven to be a
significant challenge with respect to personalization, and the issue of when to personalize and when not personalize represents an important challenge, which has not
been deeply investigated yet with the exception of some basic analysis [173].

1.2.1

Research Questions

In the following chapters the thesis will address and answer several research questions
which are summarized in this section. With the above-stated open issues in mind, we
can ask the following question, which is the core research question of this thesis:
How can we effectively utilize social breadcrumbs left behind by users
to reflect their interests and preferences for improved personalization?

4

Stemming from the above core research question are the following specific research
questions:
• Can a user’s social network usage patterns serve as a window into
his/her privacy concerns with respect to personalization?
As a motivating example, let us consider a scenario involving two users: user A
is highly active on various social networking services as he/she communicates
his/her thoughts over a range of topics (politics, religion, economics etc.), while
user B is much less active when compared to user A in sharing his/her thoughts
on social networking services. In line with this scenario it would be interesting
to investigate the correlations of the behaviors of both users A and B and
their openness to personalization. Some commercial systems have attempted a
similar integration (as is evident in recent social search approaches by Google
and Bing: e.g., Bing’s Facebook integration10 and Google’s “Search Plus Your
World” Google+ integration11 ). However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no literature that describes the correlations between social network usage
patterns and privacy concerns.
• Can sources other than tags and Web page annotations be utilized as
a source of evidence for user profile creation?
As mentioned in Section 1.2, earlier research efforts that aim to exploit information from the Social Web for personalized applications rely mostly on social
bookmarking and tagging systems [125, 179]. However, Heymann et al. [79]
questioned the usability of bookmarking meta-data for Web search engines by
collecting a very large dataset (in fact, the largest known to the academic community) from a social bookmarking site. Heymann et al.’s findings revealed
that social bookmarking lacks the size and distribution of tags necessary to
make a significant impact for information retrieval at large. Hence, we explore
microblogs and in particular Twitter as an alternate source of user profile creation.
• Is it possible to utilize the social network information (friendship
links) of a user in order to create a richer and more enhanced user
profile?
As mentioned in Table 1.2, traditional data sources lack detailed information
10

http://www.bing.com/community/site blogs/b/search/archive/2011/05/16/newsannouncement-may-17.aspx
11
http://www.google.com/insidesearch/plus.html
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about the users that a particular user trusts and hence, current models are
unable to take into account the interests and preferences of these trustworthy
users. We attempt to alleviate this shortcoming within current research efforts
by exploiting aspects of a user’s Twitter network (users followed, mentioned,
retweeted) in a language modelling framework to generate a user model while
also incorporating similarity measures between a user and his/her network and
trust scores based upon user interactions on Twitter.

1.3

Contributions

As a case-study for our thesis on user profiling for personalized applications, we take
up personalized Web search as the example application in two contributions while a
recommendation system for scientific articles in the third contribution. With the help
of these case-studies, following are the main contributions stemming from this thesis:
• Using data gathered in a user survey, we present an analysis of the correlation
between the users’ willingness to personalize Web search and their social network usage patterns [199]. The participants’ responses to the survey questions
enabled us to use a regression model for identifying the relationship between
SNS variables and willingness to personalize Web search. We also performed
a follow-up user survey for use in a support vector machine (SVM) based prediction framework. The prediction results lead to the observation that SNS
features such as a user’s demographic factors (such as age, gender, location),
a user’s presence or absence on Twitter and Google+, amount of activity on
Twitter and Google+ along with the user’s tendency to ask questions on social
networks are significant predictors in characterising users who would be willing
to opt for personalized Web search results.
• This thesis explores the use of the Twitter microblog network as a source of
user profile construction for personalized Web search [200] and scientific articles’
recommendation [201]. To the best of our knowledge, the use of microblogging
platforms and, in particular, Twitter has not, with the exception of a few works
[7, 87], been explored as a source of user profile construction for personalized
applications and we undertake such a direction in this work.
• This thesis proposes a novel approach utilizing statistical language models that
helps in capturing users’ interests and preferences; the approach models a user’s
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language and related interests through utilization of their microblog (i.e., Twitter) generation and usage patterns [200, 201].
• This thesis proposes a model for user profiling that utilizes a user’s microblog
(i.e., Twitter) network for tapping into interests and preferences of the user
under consideration [200, 201]. In particular, aspects of a user’s Twitter network (users followed, mentioned, retweeted) are used in a language modelling
framework to generate a user model while also incorporating similarity measures between a user and his/her network and trust scores based upon user
interactions on Twitter.

1.4

Structure of the Thesis

This dissertation is structured as follows. In this Chapter, we introduced the research
motivations and problem statement along with a presentation of the research questions and contributions. Chapter 2 presents some background material to provide a
description of information retrieval, recommendation systems along with a description of some privacy concerns with respect to personalization on the Web. Chapter
3 presents a description of the state-of-the-art related to the core research areas of
the thesis. It introduces the most relevant definitions and the related work for the
research fields of user modelling, Web search personalization, social recommendation
algorithms, and scientific articles’ recommendation. Chapters from 4 to 7 are the core
Chapters of the thesis and include our main contributions.
Chapter 4 presents our study on the correlation between users’ social network usage patterns and their privacy concerns with respect to Web search personalization.
We conducted a large-scale user survey in two parts where the first part gathered
responses from 380 people from various countries, and the second part gathered responses from 113 people from various countries. This data was then used in a regression model to analyse the correlation between SNS variables and willingness to
personalize Web search. The data was also used in a support vector machine (SVM)
model to explore the potential to make predictions about users who would be willing to opt for personalized Web search results. We wish to explore if the prediction
accuracy would be sufficient for a real personalised Web search system.
Chapter 5 presents our proposed user profiling model that we build through utilization of a statistical language modelling approach over a user’s Twitter data. We
explain the individual constituents of the model followed by an explanation of its
strengths and limitations.
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Chapter 6 presents details of application of our model to personalized Web search.
Through experimental evaluations, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the model and
how it beats other approaches in the literature.
Chapter 7 presents details of application of our model to scientific articles’ recommendation. Through experimental evaluations, we demonstrate the usefulness of
the proposed recommendations.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with a discussion on findings and an outline of
future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In order to cover the related background issues, we start by giving a review of the
microblogging platform Twitter which is our main source for extraction of social
breadcrumbs. This is followed by an overview of language modelling which is the
essential approach for our proposed user profiling model, and a brief overview of topic
modelling which we use as a similarity measure within our proposed model. Finally,
we conclude this chapter with an overview of some personalized Web applications
particularly stressing upon personalized Web search and recommendation systems
along with a brief overview of evaluation measures and techniques used to assess the
quality of personalization algorithms.

2.1

Twitter Microblog Network

The past few years have seen a huge growth in the use of microblogging services and as
of today these services constitute an essential part of the Social Web. Microblogs are
what we can term as “real-time blog services that allow users to post short messages”
and the most popular microblogging platform to date is Twitter. Figure 2.1 shows the
quarterly growth of active Twitter users since 20101. The unique aspect of Twitter is
that it allows users to indulge in “social networking” along with “microblogging” [97].
The Twitter microblog network enables a user to follow any other user and unlike
most online social networking sites the relationships of following and being followed
require no reciprocation; and hence, it is primarily an “interest” based social network
[152]. The various features of Twitter provide an opportunity for the application of
algorithms for using Twitter data. Below we present an overview of the features of
Twitter to aid the understanding of the reader in subsequent chapters:
1

statista.com is the primary source of these statistics.
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Figure 2.1: Number of monthly active Twitter users worldwide from 1st quarter 2010 to
1st quarter 2015 (in millions)

• Tweet: The 140-character message that users can post on the web site is called
a “tweet”. When a user posts a tweet, it is displayed on the user’s timeline while
also viewable by all of his/her followers. Moreover, the tweet may also be viewed
by any other Twitter user searching for keywords matching some content in the
tweet.
• Mention: The feature of Twitter that enables Twitter users to engage in
conversations with each other is called “Mention”. The process requires use of
‘@’ followed by the user identifier (name) in the tweets e.g., Guys what’s the
plan for today? @user1 @user2.
• Retweet: The feature of Twitter that allows a Twitter user to share a tweet
he/she comes across to his/her entire network of followers is called “Retweet.”
This feature of Twitter is one of most innovative features ever invented by a
social media platform and lead Facebook to introduce a similar “Share” button.
• Lists: A feature of Twitter that allows grouping of users with similar interests
is called “Lists.”
• Hashtags: Any keyword(s) preceded by the ‘#’ symbol is used for annotation
of tweets making it easy to search, track and follow. Such keywords are called
hashtags.
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Our main motivations behind the use of Twitter as a source of user profile construction are as follows:
• Tweets are publicly visible to everyone on the web by default; however, Twitter
users can apply privacy to their Twitter accounts by making their accounts
protected. This alleviates privacy concerns to a large extent by giving users
explicit control over their privacy settings.
• Twitter provides an important platform for people to express opinions, share
ideas, receive updates relating to various topics of interest (e.g., science, sports,
politics), and discover latest news. Hence, it has become an avenue where
people explicitly express their interests and preferences which can be mined for
creation of user profiles [53].
• Data acquired from users’ search history and browser history is sparse [138]
particularly for new users. Twitter users however follow other users who reflect
their interests. This implies that the profile of a given user can be created
through his/her followed users (i.e., the network of users to whom he/she is
connected) even if the given user himself/herself does not post much content.
• Twitter provides an easy-to-use API2 for getting its data whereas history data
(both search history data and browser history data) is mostly available in commercial settings. The API enables researchers to gather not only tweet content
but also network information for Twitter users.

2.2

Language Models

A language model is a statistical model that assigns probabilities to sequences of
words which appears in a sentence thus forming a style of specific vocabulary usage
for a language [148]. Language models have been used in different natural language
processing applications such as speech recognition, information retrieval, handwriting
recognition, spell correction, etc.
Consider a language where V is the set of all words or entire vocabulary of a
language i.e., {apple, the, happy, cat, ...}. A sentence can be formed by using these
words in a sequence, and by observing different sentences we can generate a probability distribution of these words i.e., which word is likely to appear more frequently
or which word is likely to appear more frequently when surrounded by some sequence
2

https://dev.twitter.com/
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of language model
of words. Therefore, once we learned these probabilities from a training set we can
conclude the probability of unseen sentences such as PLM (this is a book) > PLM (this
a book is). Figure 2.2 shows a simple example of how a language model works, and it
can be seen that PLM (I can) > PLM (I it) mainly because “I” is commonly followed
by “can” within natural language3 . It should also be noted that in what follows we
will not use models in which the probabilities depend upon pairs of words, or from
the position of the word within a sentence.
The following are few examples of the application of language models:
• In speech recognition, words with similar sounds can be corrected by utilizing a trained language model obtained through observation of the surrounding
context of words.
• In spelling correction, misspelled words can be corrected by exploiting the surrounding words in context by means of a language model over characters/alphabets.
• The authorship problem (i.e., identifying authors of a passage of text) can be
solved if we train a language model each for different authors and then by utilization of the trained language model we can identify authorship of a disputed
literary piece among the known authors. For example, if we train a language
model using the literature produced by William Shakespeare and we also train
another language model using the literature produced by Jane Austen, then
using these models we can predict the authorship of a literary piece produced
by either of the authors when the authorship is disputed between these two.
3

Note that corpora of natural language are used for generation of probabilities for language
models.
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• In information retrieval, a language model is trained for each document in the
collection and the ranking function of the retrieval system ranks documents
based on the probability of the query in the document’s language model [136].

2.3

Topic Models for Twitter Data

Topic models are a family of statistical models that were designed to aid in text
summarization through extraction of latent topics within the texts [162]. The most
well-known of these is the one proposed by Blei et al. i.e. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [27].
The fundamental ideas behind topic models are quite simple and are based on
a probabilistic model for each document in a given text collection where topic is
represented as a multinomial probability distribution over V unique words in the
corpus vocabulary. More specifically a topic is defined in terms of a probability
P
vector p(w | t) = [p(w1 | t), . . . , p(wV | t)], where v p(wv | t) = 1 and there are

T topics in total. A document is represented as a finite mixture of the T topics, and
there is a total of N documents. Each document d is assumed to have its own set of
mixture coefficients [p(t = 1 | d), . . . , p(t = T | d)] i.e., a multinomial probability
P
vector such that t p(t | d) = 1. Hence, a randomly selected word from document d
has a conditional distribution p(w | d) that is a mixture over topics, where each topic
is a multinomial over words:

p(w | d) =

T
X

p(w | t)p(t | d)

t=1

The recent past has seen research efforts being devoted to development of a variety
of extensions to topic models [106, 142, 147] with few topic models devoted specifically
to Twitter [109, 139, 141, 202]. We use the model proposed by Zhou et al. namely
Twitter-LDA [202]. Twitter-LDA is fundamentally an author-topic model implying
that it is a generative, probabilistic model for authors and documents wherein each
author is associated with a mixture over topics. Note that this is appropriate to
the modelling criteria within this thesis in that each Twitter user is interested in
a specific set of topics (we revisit this notion in Chapter 5 during explanation of
similarity measures based on Twitter-LDA). More specifically, Twitter-LDA is built
upon following assumptions:
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• There is a collection of ‘K’ topics in Twitter with each topic represented by a
word distribution.
• Each user’s interests are modeled through a distribution over topics.
• When writing a tweet, a user may choose to write a background word or he/she
may choose a topic based on his topic distribution which may then lead to the
choice of a word based on the word distribution of the chosen topic.
Twitter-LDA differs from the original LDA framework by Blei et al. [27] in that
a single tweet is assigned a single topic instead of a distribution over topics. This is
more suited to the tasks considered in the context of this thesis that utilize Twitter
data for various aspects within user profile creation.

2.4

Personalization on the Web

Montgomery and Smith [116] provide a definition of personalization from a marketing perspective, “the adaptation of products and services by the producer for the
consumer using information that has been inferred from the consumer’s behavior or
transactions.” With regards to personalization on the Web, Blom [120] refers to it as,
“A process that changes the functionality, interface, information content, or distinctiveness of a system to increase its personal relevance to an individual.” Moreover,
Web-based personalization provides an effective solution to the “information overload” [25, 120] problem that exists due to the huge amount of information available
on the World Wide Web.
Currently, the popular constituents of current personalization systems on the Web
are personalized information retrieval systems [69] and recommendation systems [88].
The next two subsections present an overview of each.

2.4.1

Personalized Information Retrieval

The process through which users’ information needs are satisfied is termed as information retrieval. As a research field, it is primarily concerned with representation,
storage, organization of, and access to a collection of text documents (containing information) in order to help a user find “relevant information” [20, 150]. The notion
of “relevance” is heavily tied to an information need which is usually motivated by
a real-world task and expressed in the form of a “textual query”. As an example, a
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Figure 2.3: Architecture of an information retrieval system
Computer Science student in making a decision between using the programming language Java or the programming language Python for a particular programming task,
may think of “Java vs. Python speed” as the query to express his/her information
need. The challenge for information retrieval systems lies in correct interpretation of
the user’s information need through few query terms.
Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of a general-purpose information retrieval system. A user issues the query in the form of keywords, and this query is fed to the
query processing module where the query is transformed into a set of index terms.
The modified query is processed by the retrieval module which returns a list of retrieved documents that contain at least one term of the modified query. This list
includes candidate relevant documents with respect to the query. Finally, the ranking module processes the list of candidate relevant documents in order to assign a
relevance score to each document; this relevance score reflects the similarity between
the query and document. The final output i.e., the ranked list of documents contains
documents in decreasing order of their relevance scores and this list is presented to
the user.
2.4.1.1

Information Retrieval Models

An information retrieval model is a conceptual framework for representation of documents and queries as well as the definition of a ranking framework for retrieved documents. The simplest model for query and document representation within documents
and queries is the bag-of-words model which identifies each term as a single word
thereby ignoring term order. Based on the bag-of-words representation, three different types of information retrieval models for document ranking have been proposed
and the difference between these model types lies in the underlying mathematical
framework. Table 2.4.1.1 provides information about these models; for the purpose
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of this thesis we have utilized probabilistic models and we briefly present one model
here (i.e., BM25) which we use as our non-personalized baseline in Chapter 6.
Table 2.1: Information Retrieval Models
Model

Representation Details
Documents and queries represented as set of terms
Documents and queries represented as vectors in multidimensional space

Boolean
Vector Space

Documents and queries represented as probability distributions

Probabilistic

Operations Performed
Set-based operations
Algebraic operations

Probabilistic operations

The BM25 model, proposed by Robertson and Walker, was first introduced at
TREC in 1995 [145, 146]. The ranking function is given by

P (R = 1 | d) ≈

X

w∈Q∩d

tfw,Q

(k1 + 1)tfw,d
) + tfw,d
k1 ((1 − b) + b |d||d|
avg

log

N − dfw + 0.5
dfw + 0.5

where tfw,Q is the number of times term w appears in the query, tfw,d is the number
of times term w appears in the document, |d| is the number of terms in the document,
|d|avg is the average document length, N is the number of documents in the collection,
dfw is the number of documents in which term w occurs in the collection and k1 and
b are model parameters.
2.4.1.2

Personalized Approaches to Information Retrieval

One characteristic of general-purpose information retrieval (IR) systems is that the
systems return the same results to different users submitting the same query. However, there is a huge amount of diversity in the information needs of users. To understand the concept of diversity in information needs, recall the previous example
from this section of a Computer Science student requiring information about programming languages; a query “python” in this context would yield search results
containing documents on the snake and on the programming language. To correctly
satisfy the information need in this setting, the information retrieval system would
have to take the user (i.e., the Computer Science student) into account [35] since the
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Figure 2.4: Architecture of a personalized information retrieval system
relevant documents for him/her would be documents on the programming language
“python”. Recent years have seen the emergence of personalized approaches information retrieval as an effective approach to deal with such diversity in users’ information
needs [172, 159, 191].
Figure 2.4 shows the architecture of a personalized information retrieval system.
The personalized information retrieval system differs from the general-purpose information retrieval system in that the personalized system contains a user profile module
that utilizes a user model containing user’s personal information, interests and preferences. As can be seen from the Figure, the user profile module can play a role in
two ways:
• Query Adaptation: This technique comprises enrichment of the user’s submitted query terms in order to arrive at a better representation of the user’s
information needs. The enrichment is performed with the help of the user model
[45, 204] as shown in Figure 2.4 where the user profile module feeds user profile
data into the query expansion and transformation module.
• Result Adaptation: This technique comprises re-ranking of the original ranked
list of documents. As shown in Figure 2.4, this re-ranking is performed through
an additional ranking step for re-ordering of documents based on the user model
[125, 160, 172, 179].
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Figure 2.5: Personalized recommendations offered to a user on the Netflix movie
recommendation website

2.4.2

Recommendation Systems

Recommendation systems fall under the category of information filtering systems
and are primarily software systems that provide suggestions for items of interest
to a user [88] in a personalized manner. Some common application scenarios for
recommendation systems are movie recommendations (see Figure 2.5 for an example
of a popular movie recommendation system called Netflix ), book recommendations,
news recommendations, product recommendations etc. Recommendation systems
have been able to enhance the users’ experience of exploring and finding new and
interesting content, and this is particularly applicable for the e-commerce domain.
According to the classification of recommendation algorithms by Burke [36], following
are the main groups of recommendation algorithms:
• Collaborative Filtering: This class of algorithms aim towards prediction of a
user’s interests through exploitation of consumption patterns of users and their
preferences in order to uncover similarities between users [78]. Similarity in the
collaborative filtering context implies having a preference for similar items and
thereby providing similar ratings for various items.
• Content-Based Recommendation: This class of algorithms utilize item
descriptions (mostly textual such as item metadata, tags, genre etc.) and a
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user model that assigns importance to various characteristics within the item
descriptions. Generally, keywords are used for item descriptions and based on
user profile information of what kind of items user has liked in the past, contentbased similarities are computed and through these similarities new items are
recommended [130].
• Knowledge-based Recommendation: This class of algorithms exploit additional, often manually provided knowledge about items to be recommended.
Such knowledge includes domain-specific characteristics of the items that constitutes information about how the item meets certain user needs and preferences
[144].
• Hybrid Algorithms: This class of algorithms combines multiple techniques
together to achieve some synergy between them [37]. Netflix shown in Figure
2.5 utilizes hybrid algorithms to make movie recommendations.

2.4.3

Evaluation Measures

Evaluation is the process of systematically quantifying the results produced by a personalized system in order to measure the degree to which it achieves user satisfaction.
This measurement is performed via calculation of a quantitative metric which is directly associated with the relevance of the results to the user. A common approach to
compute such a metric is to compare the results produced by the system with results
suggested by humans corresponding to a certain information need. In the following,
we define five evaluation metrics used throughout this thesis; these evaluation metrics
are extensively explained in the book “Modern Information Retrieval” [20].
2.4.3.1

Precision and Precision@k

Consider a set of documents relevant to the user Dr 4 and a set of documents generated
by a given personalization system Da . Precision is then defined as follows:

P recision = p =

|Dr ∩ Da |
|Da |

4
Note that the set of relevant documents contains explicit relevance judgements from the users
themselves.
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where |Dr ∩ Da | is the number of documents common between sets Dr i.e., intersection of two sets.
Precision@k is defined as the ratio of relevant documents over the first top-k
results. This measure is generally used when the list of returned documents is huge,
i.e. when relevance judgements for all the documents retrieved cannot be assessed
by manual annotators (such as returned result set in Web search engines [12]). It is
defined as follows.

P @k =

2.4.3.2

|Dr |
|Results at top-k|

Mean Average Precision

The underlying principle behind mean average precision measure is to produce a
summary value of the ranking by averaging precision figures after observation of each
new relevant document. Let Dri refer to the set of relevant documents for query qi ,
and let Dri [k ] be a reference to the kth document in Dri . Then, P( Dri [k ]) is the
precision when the Dri [k ] document is observed in the ranking of qi . The average
precision APi for query qi is defined as follows:

Dr

1 Xi
APi =
P (Dri [k])
|Dri | k=1
MAP, the mean average precision over a set of queries is then defined as follows:

|Q|

1 X
MAP =
APi
|Q| i=1
where Q is the set of queries.
2.4.3.3

Mean Reciprocal Rank

Mean reciprocal rank is particularly important in cases where the first relevant document is of interest to a user such as in question answering applications. This evaluation metric favors results whose first correct is higher in the ranking.
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Let Dai be the ranking relative to a query qi and let Scorrect(Dai ) be a function
that returns the position of the first correct answer Dai . Given a threshold ranking
position Sh , the reciprocal rank of Dai is defined as
Dai =

(

1
Scorrect (Dai )

0

if Scorrect(Dai ) ≤ Sh
otherwise

That is, the reciprocal rank is zero if the first correct result occurs at a position
in the ranking beyond Sh . For a set Q of queries, the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
is the average of all reciprocal ranks, which is computed as follows:

|Q|

1
1 X
MRR =
|Q| i=1 Scorrect(Dai )
2.4.3.4

Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG)

Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG) is an evaluation metric that takes into account
graded relevance judgements for documents (i.e. reli ), and penalizes the evaluation
of a search algorithm if it retrieves relevant documents late in the ranking. The DCG
at a particular rank position p is defined as:

DCGp =

p
X
2reli − 1
log2 (i + 1)
i=1

The variation in result set size for different queries and different systems implies
DCG has to be normalized and to this end an ideal DCG is calculated after sorting
documents of a result list by relevance in order to produce an ideal DCG at position
p (i.e., IDCGp ). Normalized DCG is then as follows:

nDCGp =
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DCGp
IDCGp

2.4.4

Evaluations for Personalized Applications

The evaluation of any personalized search algorithms is a very challenging research
issue. The challenge arises due to the nature of the tasks involved in suggestion of
personalized content to users [182]. The user is the central component of any personalization process and hence, there is a strong need for user-centric evaluation efforts.
Traditional information retrieval systems are evaluated by means of the Cranfield
paradigm [115] which ensures repeatable and controlled experiments. Such a systemcentered evaluation however is not suited to personalized search systems and hence,
various research efforts have been devoted to evaluation of these systems. In the
following subsections we explain two such efforts that aim to alleviate issues with
respect to evaluation of personalized information retrieval systems.
2.4.4.1

Custom Dataset for Evaluation of Personalization Efforts

Harpale et al. [77] were one of the first to create a custom dataset for benchmark evaluations of personalized search performance. CiteData is a collection of academic papers selected from CiteULike5 social tagging web site’s database and filtered through
CiteSeer’s6 database for cleaning meta-data regarding each paper. It comprises 81,432
academic articles along with a rich link structure constituting references between papers. The dataset contains personalized queries and relevance feedback scores on the
results of those queries. Specifically, it includes 41 queries obtained through efforts at
mimicking personalized relevance feedback by gathering a group of volunteer experts
(graduate and PhD students). The volunteer experts were selected with the aid of
CiteULike groups by selecting those topics within the groups that fit the research
areas of the volunteer annotators. Finally, the volunteer annotators were asked to design their own custom search tasks and come up with queries corresponding to those
tasks thereby imitating a real-life situation wherein a Computer Science researcher
is interested in finding papers according to his/her information need. The volunteers
assigned relevance judgements to a set of retrieved documents obtained by pooling
from seven different retrieval algorithms. The usefulness of CiteData has been established by several works [22, 168, 200] thereby proving the validity of the techniques
undertaken by Harpale et al. to ensure its usefulness.
5
6

http://www.citeulike.org/
http://www.citeulike.org/
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Figure 2.6: Algorithm for Online Interleaved Evaluation borrowed from [105]
2.4.4.2

Online Interleaved Evaluation

Matthijs and Radlinski considered online retrieval experiments for evaluation of personalized search performance with the following underlying considerations [105]:
• Offline evaluations (with relevance judgement on collection of documents) are
not true reflections of user behavior in that they do not represent a real query
workload.
• A slow and tedious process is involved in making relevance judgements for personalized search evaluations in that each query and user would have a separate
notion of relevance.
On account of the above considerations, they proposed utilization of an interleaved evaluation technique [140] for evaluation of personalized search performance.
Interleaved evaluation is a technique that is able to combine the search results of
produced from two different algorithms through alternating between results from the
two search rankings while omitting duplicates. The user is presented with the interleaved ranking and clicks on documents from this ranking as if it were produced from
a single ranking. The ranking that contributed the most clicks over many queries and
users is considered better.
Similar to Matthijs and Radlinski, we utilize the Team-Draft interleaving algorithm for the purpose of our experiments. Figure 2.6 shows the detailed steps of the
algorithm; intuitively it follows the manner of selection of sports teams in friendly
games: from a pool of available players (analogous to search results in rankings A
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and B), two captains (one for TeamA and one for TeamB) take turns picking their
next preferred player from the set of remaining players, with each turn preceded by
a coin toss for determining the captain who gets to pick first. For the purpose of
imitating search evaluations, the selection order for players is equivalent to ranking
order for search results. A click from the user mimics a voting pattern with the vote
assigned to one of the two rankings (i.e., the ranking that selected a certain clicked
document first). The user gives one vote per query impression to one of the two
rankings; supposing user clicks a results from ranking A and b results from ranking
B. If a >b, we can say that ranking A outperforms ranking B and vice versa.

2.5

Summary

This chapter covered the essential background material that can aid the reader in understanding the contributions of this thesis. We first gave an overview of the various
features of the Twitter microblog network, particularly stressing upon explaining the
constituents of the follower/followee phenomenon on the social networking platform.
We also explained the various functionalities offered by Twitter such as the ability
to post a 140-character message on the site (known as tweet), the ability to engage
in conversations (known as mentions), the ability to re-post content by other Twitter users (known as retweet), the ability to form groups of users (known as lists),
and the ability to annotate tweets by beginning a word with ‘#’ symbol (known as
hashtags). We then proceeded towards a brief explanation of language models and
topic models. We explored how language models are used for the language generation process whereby probabilistic distributions model words in a given sequence of
text; we also covered some essential applications where usage of language models has
advanced state-of-the-art. Topic models were explored as generative, probabilistic
models that assign a distribution of topics to documents where each topic is a distribution over words. Finally, the Chapter covered some basics of personalization on the
Web wherein we gave an overview of two of the most used personalized applications
i.e. personalized Web search and recommendation systems. In this context we also
defined various evaluation measures and specific evaluation techniques that we will
use for the purpose of evaluating our proposed user model.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
This chapter presents an overview of the state-of-the-art in user profiling applications
that are related to the contributions of this thesis. In particular, we consider the
privacy aspects associated with personalization in addition to surveying works on
personalized Web applications that aim to alleviate users’ privacy concerns. This is
followed by an overview of research on user modelling where we present in detail a
review of the three main stages of any user modelling framework. We then present
an overview of works that utilize social Web data for user modelling. Finally, the
chapter concludes with an overview of systems for scientific articles’ recommendation
and within this context we also discuss the role of microblogs in academia.

3.1

Privacy-Personalization Paradox

Personalized applications offer an enhanced user experience due to their capability
to serve users according to their tailored needs. However, this enhancement comes
at the cost of user’s privacy [175], and traditionally users have been known to show
reluctance in disclosing personal data or allowing their system usage to be tracked
[13, 41, 174, 181, 195]. This “privacy-personalization” paradox [19, 195] has given
birth to a number of studies that aim to characterize users’ privacy concerns with
respect to personalization along with introduction of systems that aim to alleviate
users’ privacy concerns associated with personalization. We review some of these
works in the following subsections.

3.1.1

Studying Users’ Privacy Concerns

Numerous surveys and user studies have demonstrated a consistent phenomenon of
growing privacy concerns of computer users. The study by Kobsa was the earliest
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that pointed out the tension between personalization and privacy [92] albeit without
much impact due to lack of personalization on the Web. With the advent of the
Web and thereby with Web personalization growing at an unprecedented scale, many
studies were conducted between 1998 and 2003 (mostly in the United States) [174].
We summarize these studies along the following three dimensions [93]:
• Personal data
• User tracking and cookies
• Information type
Privacy Concern
Internet users concerned
about privacy of personal
information online
People who have refused to
provide personal information to website at least once
Internet users supplying
false or fictitious information to a website when
asked to register

Statistics
89.5% [2], 83% [3]

95% [81]

40% [81], 15% more than
half of the time [153]

People who are concerned if
a business shares their data
for a purpose different from
the one for which they were
originally collected

90% [1]

Table 3.1: Statistics about users’ privacy concerns with respect to personal data
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 provide summary statistics with respect to personal data and
use tracking and cookies respectively, while Table 3.3 provide details of information
types and the level of willingness with which users share the information. Furthermore, a 2010 survey by Anton et al. [16] demonstrated increasing privacy concerns
regarding website personalization between 2002 and 2008. Another survey by Turow
et al. [177] discovered that 66% of Americans across all genders and age groups are
opposed to marketing of personalized advertisements. Behavioral log analysis makes
most users uncomfortable as this gives them the feeling of being watched and tracked
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Privacy Concern
People concerned about being tracked on the Internet

Statistics
54% [64],63% [86]

People
concerned
that
someone might know what
websites they visited

31% [64]

Users who feel uncomfortable being tracked across
multiple websites

91% [86].

Internet users who set their
computers to reject cookies

25% [49], 10% [64]

Table 3.2: Statistics about users’ privacy concerns with respect to user tracking and
cookies
Type of Information
Personal preferences such as
favorite televison show and
favorite snack

Willingness to Share
Users share this information
willingly [9, 111, 133]

Financial information such
as credit card number

Users extremely protective
of this information [111,
133]

Demographic and life-style
information

Users share this information
somewhat willingly [111,
133]

Identification information
and online behavior such as
email, telephone number,
hobbies/interests,
time
spent online, past online
purchases

Users most likely to withhold this information [111]

Table 3.3: Type of information users willing/unwilling to share
[107]. An investigation conducted by Willis et al. [192] pursued an analysis of the extent of personalization in Google search results. They utilized “induced” fake profiles
by conducting keyword searches and viewing specific YouTube videos. Their underlying expectation was that this information would be used by Google for determination
of which ads to display and the reason behind this expectation was Google’s policy
at the time that stated that ads displayed with search results would be contextual
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ads, selected only based on information in the search result page itself. However, to
their surprise, the searches contained non-contextual ads based on inferred interests
from previous interactions alongside the contextual ads. Moreover, some of the noncontextual ads could potentially reveal sensitive personal characteristics based on the
inferred interests such as an ad containing the question, “Do you have diabetes?”
Finally, even when users indicated a preference for personalized search results they
did however consider certain queries in their search history to be “sensitive”, and 92%
wanted control over what Google was tracking about them as they searched the web
[129].

3.1.2

Privacy-Preserving Personalization

Methods that aim to achieve personalization by minimizing potential privacy risks to
users are listed and explained in what follows:
• Pseudonymous personalization: These systems allow users to use pseudonyms
in a personalized system. The system can keep track of the pseudonym across
different sessions and provide personalized services without accessing the true
identity of the pseudonym [17, 80, 94]. The usefulness of pseudonymous personalization is unclear and it remains difficult to achieve when payments, physical
goods and/or services’ exchange is involved. Moreover, anonymity of database
entries [167], query terms [123], item ratings [65], and textual data [143] can be
compromised by a resourceful attacker.
• Client-side personalization: These systems offer personalization by storage of user data at the client side (e.g. users’ computers or mobile phones) and
personalization processing is also undertaken at the client side [48, 68]. On account of user data being located at client side, a variety of certain sophisticated
personalization techniques cannot be applied. Moreover, program code that is
used for personalization often incorporates confidential business rules/methods,
and client-side personalization exposes this confidential information to risk of
disclosure.
• Distribution, aggregation and obfuscation: This class of techniques help
protect user privacy in recommendation systems that employ collaborative filtering. The data containing users’ preferences is distributed across users’ own
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machines, it further updates the user interest model by incorporating one neighbor’s ratings at a time and thereafter discards it [114]. Other approaches perform encrypted aggregation of users’ data [38] or obfuscate the data through
inserting random values into it [26]. The main disadvantage of such methods is
with respect to their use being limited to recommendation systems.
• User controls and feedback: This class of techniques proposes providing
users the ability to control what goes into their user model, what information
from their model is available to different services, and how the model is managed
and maintained [89, 186]. Despite the effectiveness of such controls, their use
remains limited on account of the cognitive load imposed by such controls on
their users.

3.2

User Modelling

An accurate model for representation of the user is a core element of any personalized
application. The underlying process that creates such a representation is termed in
the literature as “user modelling [90].” Following lists the three main stages that arise
in the context of user modelling [126]:
• Acquisition of information about user’s interests, preferences, goals, knowledge,
behavior and social context so as to ensure “richness” of user data
• Representation of the knowledge about the user so as to ensure “creation” of
the user profile for use in the personalized application
• Application of the user model so as to ensure ‘functioning” of the user profile
We discuss works relevant to the above-listed stages in the following subsections.

3.2.1

Acquisition of User-Related Information

This stage of user modelling can be classified in terms of 1) approach used to acquire
user-related information, 2) type of user-related information, and 3) scope of userrelated information.
The information about user’s interests and preferences can be gathered in an implicit or explicit manner. The explicit approach requires user intervention to explicitly
communicate to the system his/her interests and preferences. Such intervention generally involves completion of interview forms for specifying interests and preferences
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[113], provision of positive or negative relevance feedback about retrieved documents
[18, 43], indicating ratings for recommended items [28], or by adding/removing keywords that indicate topical preferences [14]. The implicit approach on the other hand
does not require efforts from the user as it gathers information about user’s interests
and preferences in an unobtrusive manner. This is done through automatic monitoring
of the actions undertaken by the user during user-system interaction and typical scenarios involve collection of browser history [24, 105], query history and clickthrough
data [66, 157, 160, 163], desktop information [12, 45, 172], document dwell time1
[47, 197], and user’s interactions with social applications [39, 125, 179, 204]. The
implicit approach to user modelling attempts to automatically infer user’s interests
and preferences through the collected user data.
With respect to the type of information stored, there exist two types of information
that can be utilized for user modelling, namely user and usage information. User information refers to information about the user such as the user’s name, age, language,
country, job title, job description and other similar information [23, 156, 110, 187].
Usage information is information that records user behavior in terms of his/her interaction with the system and exists in many forms including queries submitted to
the system, clicked results, browsed Web pages, dwell time, items viewed, ratings
provided for items etc. [47, 66, 134, 157, 160].
The scope of the acquired user information relates to whether the information
gathered is short-term or long-term. Long-term interests represent persistent interests
and can be extracted from usage data accumulated over the long run [138, 166,
189, 194]. Inferring these interests from past usage activity and exploiting them
can help in satisfying future information needs of a similar nature. As an example, a
movie recommendation system can recommend a “new release” action movie to a user
who mostly watches action movies while occasionally watching comedy movies, and
this can be done based on the user’s long-term interest profile. Short-term interests
on the other hand are ephemeral interests i.e., those interests that are related to
recent activities of the user [24, 161, 180]. As an example, a news recommendation
system can infer a user’s sudden interest in weather-related news if for example he/she
suddenly starts searching for weather-related news information. Few works in the
literature capture both long-term and short-term interests of a user [15, 124, 165] in
order to facilitate creation of a rich user profile.
1

Document dwell time is the estimated time that the user spent viewing a document
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3.2.2

Representation of User-Related Information

The user model representation concerns aspects related to mechanisms that are used
to represent the user’s interests. Traditional user models are either vector-based
or semantic network-based with terms that are either words/phrases or concepts
[67]. Vector-based user models constitute a vector of terms with their associated
weights. Semantic network-based models on the other hand consist of nodes and
edges with their associated weights that capture terms and their semantically-related
or co-occurring terms respectively. Semantic network-based user models provide a
richer representation as compared to their vector-based counterparts as they are able
to model relationships between terms.
In both models, terms are generally represented by words and/or phrases mined
from user or usage information; popular term-weighting schemes include term frequency, term frequency-inverse document frequency and BM25 [20]. In some cases,
the terms in the user model can also be represented through conceptual terms which
are essentially categorical terms drawn from some knowledge source. The representative knowledge sources could be models developed by domain experts, general
knowledge repositories developed by human contributors (such as Wikipedia2 ), Web
taxonomies (such as ODP3), or rich ontologies (such as SUMO4 ). Another commonly
used source is WordNet5 which despite not being a traditional knowledge source is
considered as a rich linguistic resource.
The works in [50, 72, 105, 155, 172] mine usage information for extraction of interest terms which correspond to important keywords and these terms are maintained
in vectors. Some personalized Web search systems [138, 103, 160] and a more recent
contextual advertisement framework [99] in the literature utilize ODP categories and
concepts for representation of interest terms in a vector-based model. In recent years
the research trend has shifted towards the use of richer knowledge sources that cover
a wide range of concepts and their hierarchies e.g. Abel et al. [8] and Orlandi et
al. [127] explore aggregation of user data across different Social Web platforms for
creation of cross-domain user profiles with semantically enriched concepts extracted
from DBPedia. Another very recent work utilizes a Wikipedia-based distributional
semantic and entity linking framework to create rich user profiles that are then utilized for context-aware content-based recommendations [121]. On the other end of the
2

http://www.wikipedia.org
Open Directory Project http://www.dmoz.org
4
Suggest Upper Merged Ontology http://www.ontologyportal.org
5
http://wordnet.princeton.edu
3
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research spectrum are works that represent user profile data in a semantic networkbased model. A well-known example is the system by Micarelli and Sciarrone [113]
where stereotypes are associated with a user6 and these stereotypes are complemented
with co-occurring topic terms in documents marked relevant by the user with final
merging of active stereotypes (i.e., those that reflect current interests of the user) with
passive ones in a graph model. Furthemore, Leung et al. [102] propose the use of
concepts (i.e., important terms) that are extracted from the search results of a query,
and are organized into a semantic ontology representing the possible topics related
to the query; this is followed by employment of user clickthrough data to determine
his/her topical preference within the employed ontology.

3.2.3

Application of the User Model

The user model application phase concerns aspects related to means through which
a user model is maintained and utilized in the personalized application. To achieve
personalization, different approaches for application of the user model have been
proposed in the literature and the distinguishing feature between the proposed approaches is the underlying technique used.
One of the earliest approaches utilize a similarity-based technique through the
categorization of both user interests and Web search results and a biasing of search
results according to some similarity measure on these categories. Approaches along
these lines include [46, 103, 104, 105, 169]. Chirita et al. [46] utilized the user model in
a graph-based similarity framework over the metadata of ODP category taxonomies in
order to perform re-ranking of search results. Liu et al. [103] utilize cosine similarity
measure between the ODP categories of the user profile and the ODP categories of
the user query. Luxenburger et al. [104] introduced a statistical language model to
represent various granularity levels of user search tasks; this language model is then
used to compute its similarity with tasks within the same search session and based
on this computation the system personalizes adaptively. Matthijs and Radlinski [105]
utilize as the user profile a set of features extracted from long-term browsing history
after which they apply tf-idf and BM25 based similarity methods on these features.
Tan et al. [169] utilized search history language models over long-term user profile
data (based on queries, documents and clicks) and re-ranking of search results was
performed through the similarity between current query and the corresponding search
history model.
6

Note that these stereotypes are defined by human experts in the domain of Computer Science.
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More recently, predictive models have been proposed for application of the user
model in personalized applications. State-of-the-art recommendation systems based
on collaborative filtering assume an underlying structure to users’ rating behavior,
and induce predictive models based on past ratings of all users [33]. User-item interactions are modelled with the help of latent characteristics of users and items in
the system, models are then trained over the available data and later used to predict
ratings of users for new items. Some predictive modelling approaches that are widely
utilized in the context of recommendations are Latent Semantic Analysis [82], Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [27], Maximum Entropy [207], Support Vector Machines [71],
Singular Value Decomposition [96] and more recently neural networks [60]. White et
al. [190] constructed a predictive model leveraging short-term contextual information
by representing user interests as a list of Open Directory Project (ODP) categories;
the strength of the model lies in its ability to scale up to a quarter million users
with billions of URLs. Sontag et al. [159] utilized long-term search history-based
user profiles in a generative probabilistic model to infer the search relevance of URLs;
the model was used to estimate topic-based profiles for both documents and users.
Ustinovskiy and Serdyukov [178] proposed a predictive model for query filtering to
avoid undesirable harm of personalization on certain queries.

3.2.4

User Modelling Approaches in Lieu of Thesis Contributions

Herein we describe two state-of-the-art user modelling approaches with which we
compare our user modelling strategy. We perform this comparison in the context of
personalized Web search as explained in detail in Chapter 6. The first approach is
the one by Teevan et al. [172] which utilizes a wide variety of user content in an
implicit relevance feedback framework for creation of a rich user profile. The second
approach is by Matthijs and Radlinski [105] which constructs a user model by means
of a user’s complete browsing history and refines the model through a parsing method
that takes into account web page structure and noun phrases.
Teevan et al. [172] construct a rich user profile by means of the following sources
of information:
• A user’s previously issued queries
• A user’s previously visited web pages
• A user’s desktop documents
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• A user’s created and read emails
The method works by incorporating a relevance feedback mechanism, and instead
of explicit relevance judgements, implicit indications of relevance are incorporated
by means of creating the user profile from above-listed sources. In other words,
Teevan et al. extend traditional relevance feedback via BM25 weighting to incorporate
user profile documents as relevance judgements provided by the user. User profile
documents containing query terms are considered to be marked as relevant by the
user, and the similarity between a query and a document is computed by means of
summing query term weights in user profile documents; this similarity is then used
to re-rank Web search results.
Matthijs and Radlinski [105] represent a user by means of their long-term browsing
history via a list of visited URLs together with the number of visits to each URL,
and terms in visited web pages together with their associated weights. The novelty
of their approach lies within their intuition to utilize the structure of web pages in
a user’s browsing history, i.e., they assign higher weights to terms occurring in titles
and metadata description of web pages. Moreover, the approach experiments with
different term weighting strategies which are then utilized in a re-ranking approach
for generating a list of personalized search results for the user. Another significant
contribution within the work by Matthijs and Radlinski is an evaluation framework
for personalized search that helps evaluation a real-world query workload without
putting extra cognitive load on the user.
We utilize the above two approaches as baseline approaches for comparison with
our user modelling strategy. Moreover, we make use of the evaluation framework
suggested by Matthijs and Radlinski (refer to provided details in Section 2.4.4.2 of
Chapter 2).

3.3

Utilization of Social Web Data for User Modelling

The Social Web has revolutionized the Web, transforming it into a dynamic, lively and
vibrant medium enabling creation of user-generated content and interaction among
Web users. This has opened doors for investigation into new and exciting research
challenges e.g. information diffusion [10], community detection [170], influence analysis [40], trend identification and event detection [206] to name a few. According to
Paliouras [128], “One of the major innovations in personalization in the last 20 years
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was the injection of social knowledge into the model of the user”, and current research
efforts that aim to make use of social Web data for creation of user profiles reinforce
this view. The subsections below present an overview of such works.

3.3.1

User Modelling through Social Tagging/Bookmarking
Applications

Earlier research efforts that aim to exploit information from online social systems for
personalized search rely mostly on social bookmarking and tagging systems [29, 125,
179]. Approaches by Noll and Meinel [125] utilize the notion of frequency of occurrence for tags that users apply to resources (in this case web documents) in order to
define a user-document similarity measure that re-ranks the search results. Xu et al.
[196] developed a similar personalization method based on user’s documents and tags,
and also enrich the user profile further through expansion of tags. Vallet et al [179]
also utilize a user-document similarity measure based on the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (tf-idf ) scheme in which both the tf-idf weights in the user space
and document space are calculated for computation of a joint similarity measure. A
recent approach by Bouadjenek et al. [29, 30] uses the social bookmarks assigned to
documents in a collaborative filtering setting in order to take into account tags used
by similar users. Zhou et al. [205] use social tags/bookmarks from within the user
profile in a query expansion framework and their method instead of making term-term
similarity inferences makes use of an iterative context enhancing and weight propagation mechanism that is able to expand the query with terms belonging to the same
topic. Recently, Abel et al. [8] proposed Mypes which supports the linkage, aggregation, alignment and semantic enrichment of user profiles available in various Social
Web systems, such as Flickr, Delicious and Facebook. These user modelling systems
that make use of social tags/bookmarks [8, 29, 125, 179, 196, 205] are less effective
for general-purpose search due to the significantly low usage of social bookmarking
sites [79] and this is also confirmed by our user-survey based study in chapter 4 [199].
Moreover, these methods do not incorporate rich networking information available
within social Web applications.
Another class of social recommendation systems are built upon the principle of
homophily whereby users’ friends on social networks have similar taste [203], and
such systems unlike those described in preceding paragraph take into account network information. As an example of such a system, Carmel et al. [39] propose an
aggregation tool for information discovery and analysis over the social data gathered
from IBM Lotus Connections’ applications; documents are retrieved by taking into
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account social connections of the active user. Moreover, some systems aim to enhance the recommendation process by taking into account preferences indicated by a
user’s friends within his/her social network [131, 151]. Pera and Ng [131] propose a
book recommendation algorithm which combines similarities of tags between candidate books and a target user’s favorite books with ratings from friends of the target
user. Sharma and Cosley [151] propose a recommendation application (called PopCore) in Facebook that uses several network-centric algorithms based on popularity,
similarity and strength with social neighbors. These systems [39, 131, 151] are limited in terms of their usage and applicability to daily information-seeking scenarios on
account of the data coming from within an enterprise setting. Twitter on the other
hand is publicly accessible for the most part with a powerful API that facilitates academic research. In the following subsection we particularly focus on user modelling
techniques utilizing Twitter data which is the focus of this thesis.

3.3.2

Twitter-based User Modelling

Over the past few years, recommendation systems technology has made significant
progress and more recently a number of recommendation systems built on top of
Twitter data have emerged. Many research directions have been undertaken in this
context such as recommendation of hashtags [70, 98], recommendation of URLs [42,
56], news recommendation [52, 132], recommendation of users to follow [73, 76] and
tweets’ recommendation [58, 62]. From within these directions, we present a brief
overview of works closely related to contributions within this thesis.
Abel et al. perform semantic enrichment of tweets in an attempt to model Twitter
users [7] for delivery of personalized content in different application domains [5, 4].
Their method however is limited in that the enrichment connects Twitter posts to
news articles, and thereby the created user profiles lack coverage.
Nagpal et al. [122] propose the idea of search results’ refinement by extracting
links (i.e. URLs) from users’ “social chatter” whereby “social chatter” refers to users’
emails and Twitter feeds. Their method is able to create rich user profiles through
exploitation of a target user’s email and Twitter network. However, the fact that
the personalization process utilizes search indices from URLs of a target user’s social
chatter renders the user profiles somewhat less useful and incomplete.
Kacem et al. [87] propose a model for dynamic construction of user profiles from
Twitter data; their model utilizes a temporal feature that helps serve fresh content
when performing personalization. Incorporation of temporal dynamics into the model
serves towards creation of a rich user profile that takes into account both long-term
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and short-term interests. However, their method does not take advantage of the rich
networking information available within Twitter.
A very recent technique by Ding and Jian [53] proposes a novel idea that utilizes
conditional random fields for the extraction of data from Twitter user biographies and
this data is used to reflect users’ personal interests. The data extracted from personal
user biographies on Twitter despite being accurate provides limited information about
the user.

3.4

Personalized Recommendation of Scholarly
Works

Over the recent years, there has been an active research interest within the information retrieval community to solve challenges in the domain of digital libraries. A
significant research direction in the context of digital libraries is “personal information
management and personal digital libraries”; within this domain the generation of personalized recommendations for scholarly works is an emerging challenge and as such
taken up as an application domain for the contributions of this thesis. The following
subsections discuss related work in the domain of scientific articles’ recommendation
along with presenting an overview of works that analyze researcher’s activities over
Twitter.

3.4.1

Scientific Articles’ Recommendation

Existing academic search engines (such as Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic Search
and CiteSeer) have proven their effectiveness in assisting researchers during the retrieval of scientific articles. However, occasionally these search engines face issues
where the retrieved set of articles is either too large or too small [85]. Recommendation systems that generate a reading list of scientific articles have thereby emerged
as a popular solution. The most popular approaches either use a set of papers as a
query set or a corpus of papers relevant to a given area [171]. One of the earliest
works by Woodruff et al. [193] uses a single paper for generation of a reading list
through “spreading activation” over its text and citation data. El-Arini and Guestrin
[59] use the notion of “influence” to capture the transfer of ideas as individual concepts among papers in the query set. Among the systems that utilize a large corpus
of papers to extract core papers of a field, most utilize PageRank over the citation
graph along with measures such as “download frequency”, “citation count”, and “impact factor” [44]. Finally, other techniques utilize collaborative filtering over research
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papers whereby the user-item ratings’ matrix is obtained from the citation network
between the papers [108] along with implicit behaviors extracted from a user’s access logs [198]. Some works also use a hybrid approach that combines collaborative
filtering with content-based filtering methods whereby content analysis is performed
through probabilistic topic modeling [11, 184].
For the purposes of our evaluation we utilize a technique proposed by Phelan
et al. [132] which utilizes Twitter feeds to recommend to a user news stories from
within his subscribed RSS feeds. The approach is fundamentally makes use of cooccurring terms from within tweets and news articles and uses the standard tf-idf
score of those terms across all news articles for the recommendation process. We
utilize the approach by Phelan et al. [132] as a standard baseline for comparison with
our scientific articles’ recommendation framework in Chapter 7.

3.4.2

Analysis of Researchers on Twitter

Recently, researchers have started investigating academic activities on Twitter. The
earliest works use scientific tweets as a new measure for citation analysis where citation is defined as a tweet containing a URL to a peer-reviewed scientific article
[61, 137, 100, 188]. A more recent work by Hadgu and Jaschke [75] proposes a classification method to construct a directory of computer scientists on Twitter. Their
approach starts from a seed set of Twitter accounts from which further Twitter accounts are derived and passed through a machine learning classifier that classifies the
Twitter account into researcher or non-researcher. The work by Hadgu and Jaschke
[75] can have potentially useful applications from the viewpoint of decreasing the gap
between Twitter and science.

3.5

Summary

This chapter covered important related works with regards to the contributions of
this thesis. First, we explained various aspects of the “privacy-personalization” paradox while presenting an overview of works that investigated various aspects of users’
privacy concerns with respect to personalization; we also presented from within the
literature an overview of solutions that aim to provide privacy-preserving personalization. Second, a broad overview of various stages of user modelling pipeline were presented namely acquisition stage, representation stage, and application stage. Third,
works related to utilization of Social Web data for user modelling were presented and
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we also covered Twitter-based user profiles in particular. Fourth, we covered the specific application scenario of providing scholarly recommendations to researchers and
within this context works that analyze researchers on Twitter were summarized.
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Chapter 4
Predictors of Users’ Willingness
for Web Search Personalization
Active participation of users on the Social Web enables utilization of this unique form
of data for making inferences about users. Such inferences have been successfully deployed in various personalized applications as discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Furthermore, researchers have actively explored the paradox between personalization
and privacy. One unexplored area however is the relationship between willingness to
use personalized applications and their comfort level with Social Web-based applications. For this thesis, in an attempt to address the first research question raised in
section 1.2.1 (Chapter 1), we undertook such an investigation yielding useful insights
with respect to users’ privacy concerns. It is these insights that were later utilized
for the remaining thesis contributions as we explain later in this chapter. We took
up personalized Web search as a case-study for an analysis of users’ privacy concerns
with personalization; the following sections present a detail of our attempt to study
the correlations between Web search personalization and users’ social network usage
patterns. We begin by presenting an overview of the undertaken investigation and its
goals in the broader context of pursuing a characterisation of users who prefer personalization. This is followed by an explanation of the survey questions and its various
facets; we also present a summary of demographics of the survey respondents along
with basic statistics about their online usage (i.e., both with regards to personalization in Web search engines and social network usage). We then present the analyses
and findings of the correlation analysis which reveals that Google+ and Twitter serve
as significant social networking platforms with regards to providing information about
a user’s openness to personalization. We also present details of our prediction model
that aims to make predictions about a user’s willingness for personalization based on
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features relating to his social network usage. Finally, some limitations and implications of the study are presented before giving the reader two important conclusions
driven from this study that form the basis for our Twitter-based user model explained
in subsequent chapters.

4.1

Overview

When using a Web search engine to tackle an information-seeking task, users typically
oversimplify the complexity of their information needs by selecting a few keywords
(query). Moreover, given the lack of information regarding the context of the query,
it is hard to attain a reasonable user satisfaction when using Web search engines.
In recent years personalized Web search has emerged as a promising way to improve
the search quality through customization of search results for people with different
information interests and goals. However, concerns about the privacy of users have
introduced reluctance in the adoption of personalized Web search systems [93, 185]
such as iGoogle [154].
In the pre-digital age the most common way to find useful information was via
interaction with friends, colleagues, or domain experts. With the advent of social
networking services (SNS) the information-seeking patterns of users have considerably
changed [119] leading to an intersection between traditional and modern approaches
of information-seeking [118]. Social networking services are now rekindling the predigital information-seeking pattern in the digital world.
Over the past few years, many research efforts have focused on both personalized
Web search and social search [57, 84]. We investigate the correlation between social
network usage patterns of users and their openness to opt for Web search personalization. This can open doors for understanding the user’s willingness to adopt Web
search personalization based on observable correlations. Re-introducing the motivating example from Chapter 1, consider the following two scenarios:
• User A is highly active on various social networking services as he/she communicates his/her thoughts over a range of topics (politics, religion, economics
etc.)
• User B is much less active when compared to user A in sharing his/her thoughts
on social networking services.
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In line with this scenario it would be interesting to investigate the correlations of
the behaviors of both users A and B and their openness to Web search personalization.
Some commercial systems have attempted a similar integration (as is evident in recent
social search approaches by Google and Bing: e.g., Bing’s Facebook integration1 and
Google’s “Search Plus Your World” Google+ integration2 ). However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no literature that describes the correlations that we investigate
in this thesis.
Apparently, the existence of a correlation between the willingness to personalize
Web search and the inclination to use social networks seems intuitively obvious and
hence, trivial. However, a thorough analysis of the various usage patterns within
different types of popular social networking services is something that needs careful
investigation so as to form a more coherent basis for the development of meaningful
and well-accepted personalized search systems. With the aim of finding a characterisation of users who would prefer personalized search results more than non-personalized
search results we conducted a user survey. We designed the user survey so that we
can investigate the social network usage patterns of users together with their privacy
concerns with respect to Web search personalization, and their preferences to opt for
personalized Web search. We also looked into various SNS tools (more specifically
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.) as well as at the characteristics of SNS usage (such
as frequency of SNS usage, frequency of posting SNS updates, number of friends on
SNS, frequency of asking questions on SNS). We hypothesise these features might relate more closely to users’ willingness for Web search personalization. We conducted
a large-scale user survey in two parts where the first part gathered responses from 380
people from various countries, and the second part gathered responses from 113 people from various countries. This data was then used in a regression model to analyse
the correlation between SNS variables and willingness to personalize Web search. The
data was also used in a support vector machine (SVM) model to explore the potential
to make predictions about users who would be willing to opt for personalized Web
search results. We wish to explore if the prediction accuracy would be sufficient for
a real personalised Web search system. In these analyses we discovered a number of
useful patterns and behaviours about users’ openness to Web search personalization;
these outcomes can be of help in the future developments of personalized Web search
and social search systems.
1

http://www.bing.com/community/site blogs/b/search/archive/2011/05/16/newsannouncement-may-17.aspx
2
http://www.google.com/insidesearch/plus.html
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4.2

Survey and Survey Results

In this section we describe the survey methodology and the measures and variables
that are analysed. The survey comprised 20 close-ended questions with five questions
of a general nature (collecting basic information about the participants), five questions
related to various aspects of Web search personalization (explained in section 4.2.2)
and ten questions related to SNS usage (explained in section 4.2.2). The entire survey
is listed in Appendix A of this thesis.

4.2.1

Participants and Survey Content

In order to understand how SNS usage patterns affect people’s willingness to personalize Web search results, we designed a survey and dispatched it to a wide range
of people in various countries (i.e. Ireland, Italy, Spain, France, United Kingdom,
Finland, United States, Canada, Pakistan, India, South Korea). In the first phase,
the survey was completed by 380 people. Demographic characteristics for the survey
respondents in the first phase are shown in Table 4.1. Participants were recruited
via university distribution lists (both online and offline) and social networking sites
(chiefly, Facebook and Twitter) and we recruited a diverse range of people; distribution lists were employed to avoid recruiting only those participants who have a
social network presence and thereby avoiding high skew in the results. In addition to
collecting basic demographic information, we also collected information about participants’ use of SNS tools such as which SNS accounts they have and which of them
they use the most (shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 respectively).
Demographics
Male
Female

N (%)
235 (61.8%)
145 (38.2%)

Europe
America
Asia

206 (54.2%)
21 (5.5%)
153 (40.3%)

10-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
Above 50

0 (0%)
259 (68.2%)
87 (22.9%)
19 (5%)
15 (3.9%)

Table 4.1: Demographic Variables (n=380)
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SNS Tool Details
Facebook Presence
Twitter Presence
Google+ Presence
LinkedIn Presence
Bookmarking Sites Presence

N (%)
356 (93.7%)
241 (63.4%)
239 (62.9%)
272 (71.6%)
60 (15.8%)

SNS Usage Details
Facebook As Most Used
Twitter As Most Used
Google+ As Most Used
LinkedIn As Most Used

Table 4.2: Statistics for SNS Accounts of
Survey Respondents

4.2.2

N (%)
325 (85.5%)
106 (27.9%)
30 (7.9%)
17 (4.5%)

Table 4.3: Statistics for Highly
Used SNS Accounts by Survey
Respondents

Measures and Variables

The following variables were included in the analyses:
4.2.2.1

Personalization Response

Respondents were asked whether or not they considered personalized search results
to be of any benefit to them3 . This was a binary variable with a “Yes” or “No”
response. Additionally, a likert-scale variable was used corresponding to respondents’
agreement with Web search personalization making the information-seeking process
less painstaking; the scale ranged from “Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree”
(5). Furthermore, three additional binary variables related to Web search personalization features of current search engines were also investigated. Respondents were
asked about their awareness of the personalization feature in existing Web search engines in addition to their awareness about search engines making use of their search
history data for the process of Web search personalization and finally, whether or not
they were comfortable with such use. We report these statistics about Web search
personalization in Table 4.4.
4.2.2.2

Facebook Usage

Considering the high usage of Facebook as reported in Table 4.3, some questions in the
survey were particularly focused towards Facebook usage. In particular, respondents
were asked about the frequency of their Facebook usage (with scale ranging from
“several times a day” (7) to “never” (1)), frequency of posting something (status
update, photo or link) on Facebook (with scale ranging from “frequently” (4) to
“never” (1)), frequency of liking something on Facebook (with scale ranging from
3

For the ease of survey respondents, we included in the survey an explanation of what Web
search personalization is along with an explanation of how implicit user data is used for this process.
Furthermore, we asked the survey respondents to contact us in case of any confusion with respect to
Web search personalization and some of them asked us questions to understand the personalization
process better.
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Personalized Web Search Results Considered as Useful
Yes
No
Awareness about Personalization Feature of Web Search Engines
Yes
No
Awareness about Web Search Engines using Search History Data
Yes
No
Comfortable with Web Search Engines using Search History Data
Yes
No
Likert Scale for Agreement on Worth of Web Search Personalization

N (%)
188 (49.5%)
192 (50.5%)
N (%)
275 (72.4%)
105 (27.6%)
N (%)
337 (88.7%)
43 (11.3%)
N (%)
196 (51.6%)
184 (48.4%)
MEAN (SD)
3.58 (0.98)

Table 4.4: Statistics on Users’ Desirability for Web Search Personalization
“frequently” (4) to “never” (1)) and the approximate number of Facebook friends.
We report these statistics about Facebook usage in Table 4.5.
4.2.2.3

Twitter Usage

We also included some Twitter-specific measures in our analysis. The survey did not
ask for these measures explicitly. Instead, the survey respondents who used Twitter
were asked to provide their Twitter handles which were then used to fetch all their
tweets. From these tweets, we extracted for the survey respondents their number of
mentions (the mention feature of Twitter enables its users to address a specific user
within a tweet) and number of retweets (the retweet feature of Twitter enables its
users to re-post a tweet posted by someone else). Additionally we also extracted the
number of topics contained in survey respondents’ tweets through the use of TwitterLDA [202].
Frequency of Posting on Facebook
Frequency of Facebook Likes
No. of Facebook Friends
Less than 100
100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500
More than 500

MEAN (SD)
2.99 (0.95)
MEAN (SD)
3.22 (0.94)
N (%)
62 (17.4%)
88 (24.7%)
85 (23.9%)
50 (14.0%)
28 (7.9%)
43 (12.1%)

Table 4.5: Statistics on Facebook Usage
4.2.2.4

Q & A Activity on SNS Tools

Lastly, given the significance of Q & A activity on SNS [119], the survey also included questions about users’ Q & A activities on SNS tools. Respondents were
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asked whether they had ever used SNS tools for information-seeking and whether
they considered Q & A activity on SNS as useful. These were binary variables with a
“Yes” or “No” response. If respondents preferred Q & A activity on SNS, we further
asked them about their frequency of asking questions on SNS along with the frequency with which they considered answers coming from SNS as more reliable than
answers obtained from search engines (with scale ranging from “most of the time”
(4) to “never” (1)). We report these statistics about Q & A activity on SNS in Table
4.6.
Ever Used Social Networks for Information-Seeking
Yes
No
Q & A Activity on Social Networks Considered as Useful
Yes
No
Frequency of Asking Questions on SNS
Frequency of Considering Answers on SNS More Reliable than Search Engines

N (%)
272 (71.6%)
108 (28.4%)
N (%)
187 (49.2%)
193 (50.8%)
MEAN (SD)
1.99 (0.95)
MEAN (SD)
2.38 (1.03)

Table 4.6: Statistics on Social Network Q & A Activity

4.3

Analyses and Findings

We first examine the associations between variables representing willingness towards
Web search personalization while controlling for demographic and other factors. Table
4.7 shows predictors of acts for such willingness where the rows of the table represent
these acts. Here, the acts are basically the variables corresponding to presence on
various SNS tools, frequency of usage of various SNS tools, Facebook usage, Twitter
usage, Q & A Activity on SNS as explained in section 4.2.2. Table 4.7 shows the results
of logistic regressions with binary outcomes in the following dependent variables:
• User’s trust in search personalization as a beneficial process (shown as WP i.e.,
Willingness of Personalization in Table 4.7)
• User’s awareness of personalized search services such as iGoogle (shown as AP
i.e., Awareness of Personalization in Table 4.7)
• User’s awareness that search engines use their search history data for the process
of Web search personalization (shown as AH i.e., Awareness of History in Table
4.7)
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• User’s acceptance (comfort level) of the fact that search engines use their search
history data for the process of Web search personalization (shown as WH i.e.,
Willingness of History in Table 4.7)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Male
Female
American
Asian
European
Age
Facebook Presence
Twitter Presence
Google+ Presence
LinkedIn Presence
Bookmarking Sites Presence
High Usage of Facebook
High Usage of Twitter
High Usage of Google+
High Usage of LinkedIn
Facebook Usage Frequency
Facebook Posting Frequency
Facebook Liking Frequency
No. of Facebook Friends
Twitter Mentions
Twitter Retweets
No. of Topics in Tweets
No. of Tweets
Prefers Q & A Activity on SNS
Considers Q & A Activity on SNS as Useful
Frequency of Q & A Activity on SNS
Frequency of Considering Responses
from SNS More Useful than Search Engines

WP
1.635**
0.0006**
0.001
0.001
0.001
1.069
0.982
1.544*
1.816***
0.940
1.289
1.599
1.166*
3.042***
1.193
0.898
1.637***
0.920
0.873*
1.000
1.001
0.997
0.999
1.821***
1.771***
1.366**

AP
2.643**
0.378**
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.997
0.561
1.692
1.427
2.475*
2.535
0.736
1.574
1.565
2.069
1.204
0.450*
1.776
1.031
0.983
0.982
0.969
1.015*
1.474
1.173
0.940

AH
6.318***
0.158***
4.478
0.004
0.001
0.981
0.860
3.651***
1.364
2.031**
1.153
0.488
3.986**
0.637
1.127
1.051
0.893
0.922
1.181
0.997
0.999
1.036
1.001
0.972
0.916
0.884

WH
1.480*
0.676*
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.841
1.844
1.519*
1.626**
1.150
1.771**
1.222
1.353
2.292**
0.971
1.231
1.246
0.924
0.899
0.998*
0.999
1.012
1.001*
1.492*
1.318
1.273**

1.374***

1.232

0.950

1.228**

Note *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Table 4.7: Logit regression showing the odds of users’ willingness towards Web
search personalization
The results from Table 4.7 show that males are more likely to consider Web
search personalization as beneficial (row 2 corresponding to WP) while location and
age do not have much effect on willingness for Web search personalization (row 36 corresponding to WP). Furthermore, the presence of a user on Twitter and/or
Google+ is a strong indicator that he/she will consider Web search personalization
as beneficial and similar is the case for his/her high usage of Twitter and/or Google+
(row 8-9 corresponding to WP and row 13-14 corresponding to WP); the increase
is more significant for user presence on Google+ and for high usage of Google+.
Additionally, as expected an increase in posting frequency on Facebook increases
the odds of willingness to personalize Web search and contrary to expectation, an
increase in the number of users’ friends on Facebook decreases the odds of willingness
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High Usage of Facebook
High Usage of Twitter
High Usage of Google+
High Usage of LinkedIn
Facebook Usage Frequency
Facebook Posting Frequency
Facebook Liking Frequency
No. of Facebook Friends
Twitter Mentions
Twitter Retweets
No. of Topics in Tweets
No. of Tweets
Prefers Q & A Activity on SNS
Considers Q & A Activity on SNS as Useful
Frequency of Q & A Activity on SNS
Frequency of Considering Responses
from SNS More Useful than Search Engines

Personalization Agreement
0.278*
0.143
0.338*
0.036
0.052
0.139***
0.108*
-0.026
-0.171*
-0.188
0.148
0.145*
0.051
0.083
0.165**
0.025

Note *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Table 4.8: OLS regression showing the level of users’ agreement towards Web search
personalization
to personalize Web search (row 17 and row 19 corresponding to WP). Lastly, users
who use SNS more frequently for Q & A activities are more likely to be willing to
opt for Web search personalization in addition to users who frequently consider that
responses coming from SNS as more reliable than responses from search engines (row
24-27 corresponding to WP).
For the dependent variable reflecting whether or not the user is aware of the
personalization feature in current Web search engines (AP), the likelihood is increased
if the user is a male, has a presence on LinkedIn, has a high posting frequency on
Facebook, and has a high number of tweets on Twitter. Similarly for the dependent
variable reflecting whether or not the user is aware of search engines making use of
his/her search history data for the process of Web search personalization (AH ), the
likelihood is increased for males, for users with Twitter and/or LinkedIn presence,
and for highly frequent Twitter users. Lastly, for the dependent variable reflecting
whether or not the user is comfortable with search engines making use of his/her
search history data for the process of Web search personalization WH, the likelihood
is increased for males, for users of Twitter, Google+ and/or bookmarking sites, for
more frequent Google+ users, for users with less mentions and/or high number of
tweets on Twitter, for users who frequently use SNS for Q & A activities and consider
responses from SNS to be more reliable than responses coming from search engines.
Table 4.8 shows that users having a high usage frequency on Facebook and/or
Google+ tend to agree more strongly with the notion of Web search personalization
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making the information-seeking process easier and less painstaking. This is also the
case for users who have a high posting and liking frequency on Facebook along with a
high tweeting frequency on Twitter. On the other hand, users’ level of agreement with
the notion that Web search personalization makes the information-seeking process
easier decreases with their frequency of mentions on Twitter. Lastly, users with a
high frequency of Q & A activity on SNS agree to a higher degree with the notion of
Web search personalization making the information-seeking process easier.

4.4

Prediction Model for Web Search Personalization Willingness

In this section we explain the prediction model that we developed to predict whether
or not a user would be interested in Web search personalization. We performed the
predictions on a second set of user survey data (test data for our prediction model)
and for this we collected responses of 113 people using the same survey designed for
the correlation analysis of section 4.2 and 4.3. The data collected in the first phase of
the survey served as the training data (i.e., the 380 responses gathered for correlation
analysis) for our model.
We utilized five types of information described in section 4.2 that can help characterize a user’s willingness for Web search personalization. Here, we refer to the
demographic features (Table 4.1) as demographics, features denoting presence on various SNS tools (Table 4.2) as sns presence, features describing high usage of various
SNS tools (Table 4.3) as sns highusage, features describing Facebook usage (Table
4.5) as fb usage and features describing Q & A activity (Table 4.6) as qa activity.
The features we explored are used in conjunction with a supervised machine learning
framework providing a model for predicting users who would (and wouldn’t) opt for
personalized Web search results. The baseline approach we use is to set all Web search
personalization predictions to “having no willingess for Web search personalization.”
As a learning algorithm, we used Support Vector Machines which is a state-of-the-art
machine learning algorithm; we utilize SVM with linear kernel which is the simplest
setting. We found the set of features that best predicted the variable WP i.e., Willingness of Personalization (shown in Table 4.7). The goal of our prediction model
is two-fold: first, to see if the prediction accuracy would be sufficient for a real personalized Web search system and second, to explore the value of various types of
information in the process of automatically determining willingness for Web search
personalization.
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Figure 4.1 shows the classification performance of the personalization willingness
prediction model, incrementally examining the role of each feature in the prediction accuracy4 . In-line with intuition, we witnessed a consistent, gradual increase in
performance as additional information is made available to the classifier. It is interesting to note the significant performance boost when we move from the baseline to
sns presence and fb usage and also when the qa activity features are added to the
model. We first examined each feature in isolation (a maximum of 53.9% was obtained with sns presence); after this we applied all possible permutations of features
and Figure 4.1 shows the best possible order. Furthermore, within each category the
following features led to the biggest performance gain:
• demographics: Gender, Location and Age
• sns presence: Twitter Presence, Google+ Presence and Bookmarking Sites
Presence
• sns highusage: High Usage of Google+
• fb usage: Facebook Usage Frequency, Facebook Posting Frequency and No. of
Facebook Friends
• qa activity: Prefers Q & A Activity on SNS, Considers Q & A Activity on SNS
as Useful, Frequency of Q & A Activity on SNS and Frequency of Considering
Responses from SNS More Useful than Search Engines

Figure 4.1: Overall classification results for Various Feature Types
4

We show the combinations that are statistically significant at the 0.95 level with respect to the
baseline.
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4.5

Discussion

We will now discuss the theoretical and practical implications of our study together
with some limitations. Our data show that the percentage of survey respondents
who do not consider Web search personalization as beneficial is higher than expected;
similar is the case for survey respondents who are not comfortable with Web search
engines using their search history data (refer to Table 4.4 for these statistics). The
presence of such privacy concerns highlights the need for the undertaken investigation.
The correlations (and their results) investigated here may seem intuitively obvious in
terms of high engagement in social networks signifying a higher degree of readiness
to accept the (at least partial) loss of privacy that is inevitably involved in search
personalization. However, recent research indicates that this is not the case as users
of SNS have shown growing privacy concerns [164]. Boyd and Hargittai [32] found
that the majority of young adult users of Facebook have engaged with managing their
privacy settings on the site at least to some extent and noted a rise in such privacy
settings’ engagement between 2009 and 2010, a year in which Facebook unveiled many
controversial privacy changes that made more of information on the site public.

4.5.1

Limitations

Despite our efforts to recruit a diverse range of participants for the study the results
may be somewhat skewed towards considerable levels of use of SNS (Table 4.2) and
this may not be representative of the general population. Another possible limitation
may be the users’ lack of information about their answers to the survey questions due
to not having sufficient insight regarding what personalized search actually comprises
[93]. Nevertheless, there are reasons to be confident in our conclusions. First, the high
skewness towards SNS is natural given the immense popularity of these services and
evidence suggests that almost every Web user maintains SNS presence (the important
difference lies in SNS activity which is a variable thoroughly investigated by us).
Second, as explained previously we thoroughly explained the process of Web search
personalization to the users so as to inform them of privacy considerations that arise
from it.

4.5.2

Implications

Users’ privacy concerns have proven to be a significant challenge with respect to Web
search personalization, and the issue of when to personalize and when not personalize represents an important challenge, which has not been deeply investigated yet.
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Preliminary investigations by Teevan et al. [173] have demonstrated personalization
to be topic dependent whereby this dependency arises from variations in user intent.
We however argue for a more user dependent notion of personalization on account
of the tendency of different users to exhibit varying levels of privacy concerns as has
been shown through research on social networks’ privacy analysis [93, 164, 176]. As
an example, a certain user may not appreciate the fact that a previously visited medical Web site is shown in response to his medical query5 while another user may be
perfectly fine with search results containing previously accessed Web sites.
We argue through the investigations in this chapter that social network usage
patterns of users can serve as a significant predictor for determination when to personalize and when not to personalize. Understanding the target audience of personalized search systems is an important aspect for the development of meaningful and
well-accepted systems, and hence, this work serves as a first step in that dimension.
This could aid towards removing the need for the user to state privacy requirements
and to infer these settings through social network usage patterns.
The decision to investigate the correlation between social network usage patterns
and willingness for Web search personalization was taken on account of many studies
that have shown people to spend a considerable amount of time on social networks
[54]. This high amount of social network usage by users in turn has also affected
their information-seeking habits and specifically, the way they interact with search
engines [117]. Hence, we argue that it is necessary to revisit the notion of Web search
personalization from this perspective.

4.6

Conclusion

From the point of view of contributions in this thesis, the following significant conclusions that were drawn from the investigation conducted in this chapter were utilized
to develop our user modelling technique:
• Social bookmarking sites are no longer in widespread use as is evident from Table
4.2 with a very low presence of 15.8% among the participants. Hence, one can
easily conclude that personalized solutions built on top of social bookmarks/tags
will be less effective.
5

The user may feel as if his privacy has been violated through search results’ monitoring, and
such violation may be a highly sensitive matter for the user on account of the query involving his/her
medical history.
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• Twitter and Google+ serve as important indicators for personalization willingness as Table 4.7 shows. Presence and high usage of these two social networking
platforms indicate willingness to adapt personalization; and as an outcome of
this particular finding we utilize Twitter for our user modelling framework.

4.7

Summary

In this chapter, we utilized a survey methodology to gather relevant data and then
investigated the correlations between users’ social network usage patterns and their
openness to opt for Web search personalization. The participants’ responses to the
survey questions enabled us to use a regression model for identifying the relationship
between SNS variables and willingness to personalize Web search. We also performed
a follow-up user survey for use in a support vector machine (SVM) based prediction
framework. The prediction results lead to the observation that SNS features such as a
user’s demographic factors (such as age, gender, location), a user’s presence or absence
on Twitter and Google+, amount of activity on Twitter and Google+ along with
the user’s tendency to ask questions on social networks are significant predictors in
characterising users who would be willing to opt for personalized Web search results.
By exploiting SNS data, predictions can be made about user preferences without
requiring explicit user input.
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Chapter 5
Modelling User Interests through
Twitter
In this chapter the usefulness of user profiling based on users’ generated contents
and users’ behaviors in Twitter is considered. In particular, we analyse the language
and the behavior of users in their microblog generation to define a user model. In
an attempt to address the second and third research question raised in section 1.2.1
(Chapter 1), a language modelling approach to the creation of user profiles is presented, which leverages both the content that users generate in Twitter, and the
content generated by other users to whom these users are connected in the social
network. The chapter begins with an overview of the model while also presenting its
novel aspects. This is followed by details of the user modelling strategy within which
we first explain various Twitter-specific behaviors that the model is based upon along
with the individual components of the model (namely, user’s own tweets together
with tweets of those user mentions, retweets and follows). Finally, similarity measures that depict the degree of similarity between the connected users and the user
being modelled are explained in detail.

5.1

Model Overview

We first present an overview of the proposed user model along the various dimensions
introduced in section 3.2 of Chapter 3. Note that we utilize the notation introduced
in section 2.1 of Chapter 2 to explain various aspects of the proposed user modelling
strategy.
The proposed model gathers user-related information in an implicit manner without requiring any intervention from the user. The user-related information acquired
by the model falls into the category of usage information in that the model collects
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user interaction with the system. More specifically, the model records microblog activity by a user which includes content (tweets) he/she generates in addition to content
(tweets) generated by those users whom he/she follows, mentions, and retweets. We
model a user’s long-term interests through the acquisition of tweets over a period of
time; however, the model is rich in this particular aspect can be controlled by decreasing the window of time for the tweets under consideration. The user model representation constitutes a vector of terms (from within the collected tweets). From an
application perspective, the proposed model is similarity-based as it re-ranks based on
language model-based similarity between user profile data and returned documents.

5.1.1

Novelty

Microblogs such as Twitter constitute an alternate and effective form of user-generated
content while also serving as a platform for users’ social networking activities. To the
best of our knowledge, the use of microblogging platforms and, in particular, Twitter
has not, with the exception of a few works [7, 53, 87, 200], been explored as a source
of user profile construction for personalized applications and we undertake such a
direction in this work. In particular, the language employed by the user and the
language of users who are trusted by the user offer a basis for modelling the user’s
interests and preferences: Twitter provides access to both these sources of evidence
which we use for creation of a rich user profile.
As explained in Chapter 3, traditional sources of user modelling evidence comprise
log data such as search query logs and clickthrough data, items viewed and rated,
document dwell time etc.; we however demonstrate the feasibility of user profiles that
model the user’s language and related interests through utilization of their microblog
(i.e., Twitter) generation and usage patterns. In particular, aspects of a user’s Twitter
network (users followed, mentioned, retweeted) are used in a language modelling
framework to generate a user model while also incorporating similarity measures
between a user and his/her network based upon user interactions on Twitter.
The novel aspects of our proposed user modelling strategy are listed as follows:
• We propose a statistical language modelling approach for user profile construction which takes into account various features of a target user’s Twitter network
and his behavior on Twitter.
• We enhance the model through application of a binary inclusion factor incorporated into the model. This factor (as we explain later in this chapter) introduces
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Figure 5.1: Mention and Retweet by Target User
into the model the ability to either allow binary inclusion of Twitter users connected to the user being modelled or incorporation of a similarity-based weight
as an indication of how similar connected Twitter users and the user being
modelled are.
• We propose different weighting strategies within the language model based on a
user’s similarity with his/her Twitter network. We incorporate two versions of
similarity measures into the model, namely network-based similarity and topical
similarity.

5.2

Details of Twitter-based User Modelling Strategy

This section presents in detail the proposed user profiling model that we build using
a user’s Twitter network. We first present a brief overview of the Twitter-specific
behaviors followed by a presentation of the formulations for incorporation of each of
the individual Twitter models. Finally, we propose two classes of similarity measures
as further extensions to the proposed model.
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Figure 5.2: Twitter Biography of Target User, User Mentioned by Target User and User
Retweeted by Target User (from left to right)

5.2.1

Twitter-specific behaviors

As a recap from Chapter 2, we remind the reader that the Twitter microblog network
enables a user to follow any other user and unlike most online social networking sites
the relationships of following and being followed require no reciprocation. Being a
follower on Twitter enables a user to receive all the messages (called tweets) from
those members the user follows. Twitter presents the opportunity to users to post
140-character long status updates about a variety of topics. Twitter also enables users
to engage in conversations with each other through a feature known as mentions while
at the same time allowing users to share a tweet written by another Twitter user with
his/her followers through a feature known as retweets.
The above Twitter-specific behaviors form the core of our approach as they aid the
incorporation of the language of trustworthy users in order to identify interests and
preferences of the user under consideration. From this point onwards in the thesis we
use the phrase “target user” to refer to the user under consideration whose profile we
wish to create. We incorporate the mention, retweet and follow features of Twitter
within our model with the underlying intuition that those Twitterers the target user
mentions, retweets or follows may reflect, to a large extent, the target user’s own
preferences and interests. In order to aid the reader’s understanding of the significance
of users followed, mentioned, and retweeted we present few examples in Figures 5.1,
5.2, and 5.3. The target user in this example is the Twitter user with screen name
“ArjumandYounus” i.e. the author of this thesis. Figure 5.1 shows a mention activity
and a retweet activity by the target user; the target user mentions the user with
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Figure 5.3: Users Followed by the Target User
screen name “tasmayy” and retweets the user with screen name “cocoweixu”. Figure
5.2 shows the Twitter biographies of the target user along with the user she mentions
(i.e., “tasmayy”) and user she retweets (i.e., “cocoweixu”); from these biographies
it is evident that the user she mentions reflects the interests of the target user due
to belonging to same hometown (i.e., city of Karachi with latitude and longitude of
24◦ 51′ N and 67◦ 2′ E respectively.) while the user she retweets reflects her interests
on account of overlap in a research field (i.e., social media). Figure 5.3 shows a small
sample of six users1 followed by the target user and as can be seen four of the six
followed users (i.e., users with screen name “Faeghehhasibi”, “gilad”, “denisparra”,
and “danielequercia”) are academics working in the same domain as the target user,
one is a comic account related to things academics say with respect to their research
life (i.e., user with screen name “AcademicsSay”), and another is a Twitter account for
a scientific conference (i.e., user with screen name “socinfo2014”). All these followed
users reflect the interests and preferences of the target user.

5.2.2

Individual Twitter models that constitute the overall
model

The proposed model utilizes the tweets of the target user along with the tweets of
those users whom the target user mentions, retweets or follows.
1

Twitter allows a particular user to follow as many users as he wishes; however, due to space
limitations we show only six of these.
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Equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 below show how we include into the model content
generated by 1) the target user, 2) users whom the target user mentions, 3) users
whom the target user retweets, and 4) users whom the target user follows.

P (w | To ) =

1 X
P (w | t)
|To | t∈T

(5.1)

o

P (w | TUm ) =

1 X sim(u, ui ) X
P (w | t)
|Um | u ∈U
|Tui | t∈T
i

P (w | TUr ) =

ui

1 X sim(u, ui ) X
P (w | t)
|Ur | u ∈U
|Tui | t∈T
i

P (w | TUf ) =

m

r

(5.3)

ui

1 X sim(u, ui ) X
P (w | t)
|Uf | u ∈U
|Tui | t∈T
i

(5.2)

(5.4)

ui

f

Here, in case of Equation 5.1 w denotes a word under consideration from within
the vocabulary and To denotes the set of original tweets by the target user u. In
case of Equation 5.2, Um denotes the set of users whom the target user mentions,
TUm denotes the tweets by those Twitterers whom the target user u mentions (i.e.,
Twitterers in set Um ), and sim(u,ui ) denotes the similarity between the target user
u for whom we want to create the user profile and each user ui occurring in Um .
In case of Equation 5.3, Ur denotes the set of users whom the target user retweets,
TUr denotes the tweets by those Twitterers whom the target user u retweets (i.e.,
Twitterers in set Ur ), sim(u,ui ) denotes the similarity between the target user u for
whom we want to create the user profile and each user ui occurring in Ur . In case of
Equation 5.4, Uf denotes the set of users whom the target user follows, TUf denotes
the tweets by those Twitterers whom the target user u follows (i.e., Twitterers in set
Uf ), sim(u,ui ) denotes the similarity between the target user u for whom we want
to create the user profile and each user ui occurring in Uf . The computation for
similarities sim(u,ui ) in each of the above equations is detailed in the next Section.
Finally, in each of these Equations P( w | t ) denotes the probability of w in tweets
t using Dirichlet prior smoothing:
n(w, coll)
|coll|
|t| + µ

n(w, t) + µ
P (w | t) =
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where n(w,.) denotes the frequency of word w in (.), coll is short for collection
which refers to all tweets by the target user u (in case of equation 5.1), all tweets
by Twitterers in set Um (in case of equation 5.2), all tweets by Twitterers in set Ur
(in case of equation 5.3), and all tweets by Twitterers in set Uf (in case of equation
5.4), |.| is the overall length of the tweet or the collection, and µ is the Dirichlet prior
which we set to the standard value of ‘2000’.
The individual Twitter models constituting the overall model are summarized as
follows:
• Equation 5.1 enables us to model the probability distribution of words within
the target user’s language that he/she employs over Twitter and, as shown by
[6], this language captures the interests of a user.
• Equation 5.2 provides a model for the probability distribution of words used
by those Twitterers whom the target user mentions and as shown in previous
researches [83, 91] these Twitterers have an influence on the target user’s topical
preferences and interests.
• Equation 5.3 provides a model for the probability distribution of words used by
those Twitterers whom the target user retweets; as shown by Cha et al [40] that
the retweet feature of Twitter serves as an information diffusion mechanism
with homophily having a pronounced role and it is for this reason one can
hypothesize that Twitterers retweeted by the target user provide a reflection of
his/her interests.
• Equation 5.4 provides a model for the probability distribution of words used by
those Twitterers whom the target user follows. As De Choudhury [51] shows,
there exists a high degree of homophily on Twitter with respect to the follow
relationship and it is for this reason one can hypothesize that Twitterers followed
by the target user provide a reflection of his/her interests.
Herein, we point out a practical consideration that arises during application of the
proposed model. This consideration is with respect to re-computation of the above
probabilities within the model (i.e., in Equations 5.1- 5.4) on the arrival of a new
tweet. This is computationally feasible only for large-scale search engine companies
such as Google, Yahoo! and Bing; we overcome this practical limitation by means of
keeping the model static once tweets are downloaded.
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5.2.3

Similarity measures between users

The previous subsections presented the individual Twitter models that we propose for
the purpose of user profiling. An essential component of the models is the similarity
measure sim(u,ui ) between the target user and the user in his/her Twitter network
(more specifically, the user in mention, retweet or following network). As mentioned
in section 5.1.1 of this Chapter, a binary inclusion factor (we use bif from this point
onwards) is an essential component of the model as it is able to make one of the
following decisions:
• In case bif is on, the similarity measure sim(u,ui ) is used to either include or
exclude a particular Twitter user from within the target user’s mention, retweet
or following network. This inclusion or exclusion is performed by means of an
empirically-set threshold for the value of the similarity measure (i.e., sim(u,ui )).
• In case bif is off, the similarity measure sim(u,ui ) is used to weigh a particular
Twitter user from within the target user’s mention, retweet or following network.
In mathematical terms, bif is used to tune the similarity measure sim(u,ui ) in the
following manner:






1
0
sim(u, ui ) =

simnw (u, ui )



simtopical (u, ui )

bif
bif
bif
bif

= on and sim(u, ui ) ≥ thresholdsim
= on and sim(u, ui ) ≤ thresholdsim
= of f and network similarity to be used
= of f and topical similarity to be used

We propose two classes of similarity measures based on the following intuitions:
• Two users are more likely to have common preferences and interests if they share
many users within their Twitter networks and hence, we propose network-based
similarity measures.
• Two users are more likely to have common preferences and interests if they share
interests in the same topics and hence, we propose topical similarity measures.
5.2.3.1

Network-Based Similarity

Previously, we defined Um as the set of users mentioned by u, Ur as the set of users
whose tweets were retweeted by user u and Uf as the set of users whose tweets were
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followed by user u. We present a network-based similarity measure which we then
use as a weighting heuristic for a particular user in Um , Ur or Uf .
We calculate the similarity between the current user u and each user ui occurring
in either Um , Ur or Uf based on the heuristic that the more people ui follows in
these sets, the more likely that the current user’s interests overlap with the user u.
Furthermore, we normalise this score by the maximum of total number of users that
user ui follows or the number of users in Um , Ur or Uf . We use the following formula
to calculate the similarity score between user u and a user ui ∈ Um .
simnw (u, ui ) =

|f ollow(ui) ∩ Um |
|f ollow(ui ) ∩ f ollow(u)|
=
max(|f ollow(ui )|, |f ollow(u)|) max(|f ollow(ui )|, |Um |)

where follow(ui ) is the set of users followed by ui .
We also calculate similarity for all users in Ur and Uf using the same approach.
5.2.3.2

Topical Similarity

For the definition of topical similarity we make use of the Twitter-LDA model introduced by Zhao et al. [202] explained in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 of this thesis. As
explained in section 2.3, Twitter-LDA works on the assumption that an author (in
this case Twitter user) has an underlying topic distribution. For the purpose of our
user model this assumption makes sense in that a particular Twitter user would have
topical interests within a fixed set of domains and it is these domains he/she will
tweet about. As an example, consider Figure 5.2 again; the biographies of the three
Twitter users clearly indicate that there will be a fixed amount of topics related to
the interests of these users and Twitter-LDA is able to capture these interests in an
effective manner.
We use the Twitter-LDA to determine the tweets’ topics from tweets of all the
users in sets Um , Ur and Uf . These topics are are then utilized in a probabilistic
model to determine topical similarity between a target user and a user ui in Um , Ur
or Uf as follows:

simtopical (u, ui ) =

P

topicj ∈T opicui ∩T opicu

n(topicj , T opicu ) + µ

n(topicj , T opicUm )
|T opicUm |

|tu | + µ

where n(topicj ,Topicu) denotes the number of tweets by the target user u related
to topicj and topicj denotes a topic that is common between topics from within tweets
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of target user u and a user ui in Um . Moreover, n(topicj ,TopicUm ) denotes the number
of tweets by users in set Um related to topicj , and tu denotes the total number of tweets
by the target user u 2 . The topical similarity measure is essentially a weighted average
of the commonality between topical distributions of a target user and the users in
his/her network and is hence a good indication of shared preferences and interests.
We also calculate similarity for all users in Ur and Uf using the same approach.

5.3

Summary

In this chapter, we presented details of our user profiling strategy which is based
on the content generated by a user in a microblog environment. Furthermore, the
model also takes into account content generated by those within a user’s Twitter
network (specifically, his/her followed, mention and retweet network). The model is
built upon a statistical language modelling approach which is able to gather long-term
user-related information in an implicit manner. This chapter presented an overview of
our model while outlining its novel features, namely ability of the model to 1) include
features from within a user’s Twitter network, 2) incorporate a binary inclusion factor
that either includes/excludes similar users or weighs them into the model, and 3) apply network-based and topical similarity measures over the Twitter network of a user.
This was followed by explanation of model details whereby individual constituents of
the model were explained. Specifically, the model captures the probability distributions of words used by the target user’s own tweets, tweets of Twitterers whom the
target user mentions, tweets of tweets of Twitterers whom the target user retweets,
and tweets of Twitterers whom the target user follows. Finally, we presented details
of the two types of similarity measures of which the first takes into account the set of
users commonly followed by the target user and the user in his/her Twitter network
while the second takes into account common topics shared by the target user and the
user in his/her Twitter network.

2

Note that as before µ is the Dirichlet prior with standard value of ‘2000’.
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Chapter 6
Application of Twitter-based User
Model in Web Search
Personalization
This chapter describes the application of the proposed Twitter-based user model
in a Web search personalization framework. We follow a strategy in which nonpersonalized search results returned from a search system are re-ranked by means
of a user profile defined on the basis of the approach presented in Chapter 5. We
begin by describing the overall architecture of the proposed personalized search strategy. This is followed by an explanation of the result adaptation framework which
combines the individual Twitter models for re-ranking search results obtained from a
non-personalized baseline; we also explain the various settings and heuristics for the
model’s parameters. Finally, we present details of the various experimental evaluations we undertook for demonstrating effectiveness of the proposed model.

6.1

Overall Architecture of Personalized Search System

Figure 6.1 presents an overall architecture of the personalized search system. It
comprises two essential components, namely, the Twitter-based user model presented
in Chapter 5 (shown in the bottom half of Figure 6.1 below the block labeled “user
profile module”) and the retrieval component (shown in the top half of Figure 6.1
above the block labeled “user profile module”).
Here, the target user u issues a query to the retrieval module; the retrieved search
results are fed to the re-ranking module which uses the computations from the target
user’s Twitter model, i.e. P( w | T ) to re-rank the search results. As explained
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Figure 6.1: Overall Architecture of Personalized Search System
previously the user profile module is built using the user’s Twitter content and the
content of his/her Twitter network as shown in Figure 6.1. The illustration in the
figure demonstrates the target user having four tweets i.e., t1 - t4 ; the distribution
P( w | To ) is computed using these tweets and the result of the computation is used
by the user profile module. The target user has three users in their mention network
Um i.e., u1 - u3 with u1 ’s tweets being t5 - t8 , u2 ’s tweets being t9 - t12 and u3 ’s tweets
being t13 - t16 ; the distribution P( w | TUm ) is computed using these tweets and the
result of the computation is used by the user profile module. The target user has two
users in its retweet network Ur i.e., u4 and u5 with u4 ’s tweets being t17 - t20 and u5 ’s
tweets being t21 - t24 ; the distribution P( w | TUr ) is computed using these tweets
and the result of the computation is used by the user profile module. The target
user contains three users in its follow network Uf i.e., u1 , u3 and u6 with u1 ’s tweets
being t5 - t8 , u3 ’s tweets being t13 - t16 and u6 ’s tweets being t25 - t28 ; the distribution
P( w | TUf ) is computed using these tweets and the result of the computation is used
by the user profile module. Note that the follow network and the mention network
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contain the common users u1 and u3 . The user profile module is the component that
computes the probabilistic distributions of the words within the language employed
in tweets t1 - t28 and it aids the re-ranking module in computation of personalized
scores for each search result. We present further details of how the user profile module
works in the next section.

6.2

Overall Model for Web Search Personalization:
Re-ranking Framework

The most popular approaches that employ language modelling in information retrieval
[136, 158] employ a query-likelihood function which incorporates a ranking function
in the retrieval module of the information retrieval system. This ranking function
fundamentally estimates the likelihood of the query given a language model for each
document in the collection. To the best of our knowledge, with the exception of works
in [104, 169] none of the proposed personalized search models in the literature employ
language models in the result adaptation step (refer to section 2.4.1.2 of Chapter 2
of this thesis for an overview of “result adaptation”). We aim to achieve this via the
Twitter-based user profiles derived through statistical language models as explained
in Chapter 5. Fundamentally, our aim is to compute the likelihood of a document’s
relevance to a user via estimation of the likelihood of the document given a language
model for the user.
We now present the overall model for the user that combines the individual
Twitter-based user models of the previous chapter. The individual Twitter models
based on the target user’s own tweets, tweets by Twitterers whom he/she mentions,
tweets by Twitterers whom he/she retweets and tweets by Twitterers whom he/she
follows are linearly combined to represent an overall model P(w | T) as follows:

P (w | T ) = λo ∗ P (w | To ) + λm ∗ P (w | TUm ) + λr ∗ P (w | TUr ) + λf ∗ P (w | TUf )
(6.1)
Here, λo , λm , λr and λf represent the parameters for weighting the various components of the model. We present a detailed approach for setting these parameters
in Section 6.2.1.
For the re-ranking step, we compute the likelihood of generating a document
d from the language model estimated from the target user’s Twitter model, i.e.
P( w | T ), as follows:
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P (u)lm(d/T ) =

X

P (w | T )n(w,d)

(6.2)

w∈W

where w is a word in the title and snippet of a document returned by a search
system (i.e., d ), W the set of all the words in the title and snippet of document d,
n(w,d) the term frequency of w in d, and u is the target user for whom we want to
personalize Web search results.

6.2.1

Using Twitter Behavior Heuristics for Parameter Setting

This section outlines the heuristic used in setting the parameters. We adopt a PageRank like approach to the network of users followed by the target user. Furthermore,
depending on the amount of mentions and retweets within the tweets of a user we
determine “trust scores” which are used as parameters for the model (λo , λm and λr
in equation 6.1).
6.2.1.1

Random Surfer Behavior on Twitter Network

As explained in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5, the proposed model takes into account
those Twitterers’ tweets whom the user mentions, whom the user retweets and whom
the user follows. However, the likelihood that the Twitterers followed by a target
user reflect his/her preferences is low unless the target user mentions or retweets the
Twitterer followed1 . The model already incorporates the mention and retweet network
and hence, the likelihood that the target user is interested in a followed Twitterer
mimics the “random surfer model” where the random surfer gets bored after several
mentions and retweets and switches to a random followed Twitterer. Based on this
intuition, we propose the following parameterization for λo , λm , λr and λf

α = λo + λm + λr

(6.3)

1 − α = λf

(6.4)

Here, α represents the damping factor which is basically the probability of the
target user’s interests being reflected by Twitterers mentioned or retweeted. We
set the damping factor to 0.85 which is the standard value used by the PageRank
algorithm giving the value for λf of 0.15.
1

It is often the case that random acquaintances are also followed on Twitter.
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6.2.1.2

Trust Scores based on Tweeting Activities

Users differ in their behavior on Twitter in that some actively engage in conversations
through the mention feature while others diffuse information in the form of retweets
[31]. These differences in behavior form the basis for “trust scores” within our model.
The “trust scores” measure the proportion of the target user’s own tweets, tweets in
which he or she engages in the mention activity and tweets in which he or she engages
in the retweet activity. More precisely we set the parameters λo , λm , λr as follows

|to |
∗α
|tm | + |tr | + |to |
|tm |
∗α
λm =
|tm | + |tr | + |to |
|tr |
∗α
λr =
|tm | + |tr | + |to |
λo =

(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)

where, to represents original tweets by the target user, tm represents those tweets
by the target user in which he/she engages in the mention activity and tr represents
those tweets by the target user in which he/she engages in the retweet activity.

6.3

Evaluation of the Personalized Search Approach

In this section we describe our experimental evaluations that demonstrate the effectiveness of of our proposed approach. There are three objectives in our experiments.
1. We wish to explore whether personalization through a Twitter-based user profile
improves search quality over the underlying non-personalized search engine.
2. We wish to evaluate the effect of the binary inclusion factor introduced in Chapter 5 in an attempt to study the benefits of inclusion/exclusion strategy vs.
weighting strategy for users similar to the target user (refer to section 5.2.3 of
Chapter 5 to recall aspects of binary inclusion factor).
3. We wish to compare the effectiveness of the proposed network-based similarity
measures (refer to section 5.2.3.1 of Chapter 5 to recall network-based similarity
measures) vs. the topical similarity measures (refer to section 5.2.3.2 of Chapter
5 to recall topical similarity measures) in an attempt to obtain the optimal
setting.
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4. We wish to analyze the effect of trust scores on the model parameters in an
attempt to study how Twitter behavior-based heuristics affect the experimental
outcomes.
The first experimental objective ties in with the first research question raised in
Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.1), while the remaining experimental objectives tie in with the
third research question raised in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.1).

6.3.1

Experimental Setup

We conducted both offline and online evaluations through the methods explained in
section 2.4.4.1 and 2.4.4.2 of Chapter 2 of this thesis. Through offline evaluations, we
determine an optimal setting which is then utilized for the online evaluations.
6.3.1.1

Offline Evaluations

Within the offline evaluations, two sets of experiments were conducted with different
sets of users. The reason for recruiting different sets of users for both the studies is
due to different values for inter-annotator agreement scores across the different sets
of users. We perform this step of measuring inter-annotator agreement via Cohen’s
kappa to ensure the agreement in relevance judgements between different sets of users
in the two studies i.e., the user data used in “CiteData” by Harpale et al. [77] (refer
to 2.4.4.1 of Chapter 2 of this thesis) and the dataset we created. To calculate interannotator agreement across relevance judgements provided by Harpale et al. and our
recruited users we asked each user to mark as relevant or irrelevant 50 documents
per query; we obtain these 50 documents using a BM25 non-personalized search
algorithm (refer to section 2.4.4.1 of Chapter 2 of this thesis for an explanation of
BM25 algorithm). Note that each user in our study was asked to mark 50 documents
across the queries they selected from the short-listed queries reflecting their interests.
Finally, we calculate the Cohen’s kappa across the relevance judgements for the
short-listed queries; for the purpose of calculating Cohen’s kappa we used the relevance judgements by the graduate students of Harpale et al.’s study and the relevance
judgements by the users in our study. We obtain an average Cohen’s kappa value of
0.86 across all queries and all users for the first set of users, and average Cohen’s kappa
value of 0.43 across all queries and all users for the second set of users. Hence, for the
first set of experiments we utilized the relevance judgements from “CiteData” while
for the second set of experiments we utilized the custom relevance judgements provided by the users themselves. This difference in inter-annotator agreement may be
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Experiment Type
I
II

Users
14
84

Chosen Queries
8
12

Relevance Judgements
CiteData
Custom

Average Cohen’s Kappa
0.86
0.43

Table 6.1: Summary of Experimental Settings for Offline Evaluations
attributed to the fact that the first set of users comprised early-stage researchers and
PhD students (similar to users recruited in Harpale et al.’s study) while the second
set of users comprised more advanced researchers. Note that since the dataset comprises academic articles we recruited Twitter users who are academics with specific,
personalized information needs for academic articles.
For the first set of experiments, we recruited 14 active Twitter users with permission to use their Twitter data for the purpose of experimental evaluations. As
mentioned previously, we obtained the search queries, their corresponding relevance
judgements and underlying corpus (i.e., search documents’ collection) from “CiteData”. We asked each user who participated in our user-study to select a subset of
the queries that were similar to a search query that he/she had issued at some point.
Each user was asked to select 10 queries from the 41 queries of the dataset; of these
we selected the queries that had been selected by at least three users which amounted
to a total of eight unique queries.
For the second set of experiments, we recruited 84 active Twitter users and used
their Twitter data for the purpose of experimental evaluations. As mentioned previously, we obtained the search queries and underlying corpus (i.e., search documents’
collection) from “CiteData”. We asked each user who participated in our user-study
to select a subset of the queries that were similar to a search query that he/she had
issued at some point. Each user was asked to select 12 queries from the 41 queries of
the dataset and the re-ranked results were graded as highly relevant (2), relevant (1)
and non-relevant (0)2 . The fact that relevance judgements provided by users in the
second set of experiments are graded may also lead to a low inter-annotator agreement with users in CiteData dataset. To summarize, we present the various scenarios
being tested within the offline evaluations in Table 6.1; Tables 6.2 and 6.3 also show
statistics of users in mention, retweet and follow network for both sets of experiments.
2

Note that since we decided to utilize custom relevance judgements for the second set of experiments, we also asked this second set of users (i.e., the advanced researchers) to provide graded
relevance judgements across the retrieved documents.
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Average No. of Users in Mention Network, Um
Average No. of Users in Retweet Network, Ur
Average No. of Users in Follow Network, Uf

26
89
112

Average No. of Users in Mention Network, Um
Average No. of Users in Retweet Network, Ur
Average No. of Users in Follow Network, Uf

76
32
103

Table 6.2: Statistics for Users in First Set of

Table 6.3: Statistics for Users in Second Set

Offline Experiments

of Offline Experiments

For both sets of experiments, we re-rank the top-20 search results obtained through
a non-personalized BM25 retrieval model.
We also compare the performance of our proposed personalization model against
some personalization systems proposed in the literature. As baseline personalization
systems we use the approach by Teevan et al. [172] in addition to the approach by
Matthijs and Radlinski [105]. However, we replace the search and browsing history
data of these approaches by tweets of the target user and his/her network due to the
limitation of such history data not being available.
6.3.1.2

Online Evaluation

Having determined the optimal settings through the offline evaluations, a large-scale
online interleaved evaluation was conducted and this was to estimate the performance
of our system on real users with real information needs so as to ensure that the results
of offline evaluation do not overfit to the dataset. A browser plugin was developed
and 16 out of the 84 users who participated in the second set of experiments within
the offline evaluations agreed to participate in the online evaluation. We performed
the interleaved evaluation over a two-week period for the 16 users and we followed an
approach similar to Matthijs and Radlinski [105] (refer to section 2.4.4.2 of Chapter
2 of this thesis for an overview of online interleaved evaluation). Search results from
Google were re-ranked and the two rankings i.e., the original one from Google and
the one produced after re-ranking by our system were interleaved to ensure that a
click at random would be equally likely to be on a result from either ranking.

6.3.2

Experimental Results

We first explain the notation we use for presentation of the experimental results as
follows:
• np is used to denote results from a non-personalized baseline.
• pbif.uniform is used to denote results with “binary inclusion factor bif ” on (refer to section 5.2.3 of Chapter 5 of this thesis).
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Chosen
Algo
np
p.uniformnetwork
p.uniformtopical
pbif.uniformnetwork
pbif.uniformtopical

Measures
MAP
P @10
0.389*** 0.567**
0.539*
0.673
0.543**
0.685*
0.503*
0.654**
0.514
0.667***

Note *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Table 6.4: Comparison of Retrieval Performance for Proposed Personalization
Model against Non-Personalized Baseline and across Various Settings for “bif”
The subscript network is used to denote that the network-based similarity measure of section 5.2.3 is being used and the subscript topical is used to denote
that the topical similarity of section 5.2.3 is being used. Furthermore, the dot
‘.’ is followed by either uniform or trust to denote parameter settings for the
model (i.e., values of λo , λm and λr in equation 6.1) with uniform implying
uniform parameter values and trust implying parameter values based on trust
scores derived using Twitter behaviors (refer to Section 6.2.1.2).
• p.uniform is used to denote results with the “binary inclusion factor bif ” is
turned off; the subscript network denotes network-based similarity measure
being used and topical denotes topical similarity being used. As before, dot ‘.’
is followed by either uniform or trust to denote parameter values either based
on uniform scoring or based on trust scores.

6.3.2.1

Experiment Type I

Table 6.4 shows results of the experiment that sets out to address the first and second experimental objective. It shows the results for the first set of experiments which
involved 14 Twitter users with relevance judgements from CiteData. For this set of
experiments, we evaluate the performance of our proposed personalization model with
various experimental settings using the evaluation metrics of mean average precision
(MAP) and precision at top 10 documents (P@10) which respectively measure the
systems overall retrieval accuracy and its performance for those documents that are
most viewed. The results clearly show that the use of Twitter data for user profile creation is effective and outperforms a non-personalized by a large degree. Furthermore,
the experimental outcomes that correspond to toggling between an on/off setting for
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the binary inclusion factor bif show that weighting the similarity of users into the
model is more effective than excluding non-similar users. This is partly due to the
nature of Twitter users where even a small proportion of similarity may be due to
the fact that a certain user mostly posts tweets with irrelevant content3 ; however,
weighting in similarity into the model ensures that no information about the target
user is lost in terms of content relating to his/her topical interests within his/her
network. Finally, as the results show there is not much difference between user similarities based on network structure and common topics (refer to section 5.2.3 for a
recap on these similarity measures); we reason on this aspect later in this section.
Table 6.5 shows results of the experiment that sets out to address the third and
fourth experimental objective. Again, the results are corresponding to the first set of
experiments involving 14 Twitter users with relevance judgements from CiteData. As
can be seen when using using uniform parameters for λo , λm and λr in equation 6.1,
the MAP and P@10 scores are low as compared to when paramters are assigned on
basis of Twitter-based trust scores. This makes intuitive sense in that a given user is
not equally represented by those he mentions and retweets; moreover, there is a huge
difference among users in terms of their tweeting activities with some tweeting a lot
while some rarely tweeting. Moreover, topical similarity performs better in the case
of using parameters derived from Twitter behavior-based trust scores. This is due to
two reasons: 1) trust scores are able to assign the correct amount of importance to the
mention and retweet network of a user, and 2) optimal parameter settings for mention and retweet networks make the effect of topical similarities more prominent by
distributing appropriately the effect of each word reflecting the target user’s interest.
6.3.2.2

Experiment Type II

Table 6.6 shows the results for the second set of experiments which involved 84 Twitter users with custom relevance judgements. Again, this experiment sets out to
address the third and fourth experimental objective. For this set of experiments,
we evaluate the performance of our proposed personalization model with various experimental settings using the evaluation metrics of mean average precision (MAP),
precision at top 10 documents (P@10) and normalized discounted cumulative gain
at top 10 documents (NDCG@10) (NDCG@10 reflects the overall ranking positions
of relevant/highly relevant documents). The results in Table 6.6 again demonstrate
3

Note that irrelevance here implies content not representative of the target user’s interests.
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Chosen
Algo
p.uniformnetwork
p.uniformtopical
p.trustnetwork
p.trusttopical

Measures
MAP
P @10
0.539*
0.673
0.543** 0.685*
0.623
0.634
0.711
0.667

Note *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Table 6.5: Comparison of Retrieval Performance for Proposed Personalization
Model across Uniform and Trust Scores-Based Parameter Assignment and across
Network and Topical Similarities
Chosen
Algo
p.uniformnetwork
p.trustnetwork
p.uniformtopical
p.trusttopical
Teevan
Matthijs

MAP
0.564*
0.597
0.612*
0.651**
0.541***
0.589

Measures
P @10 NDCG@10
0.551**
0.461
0.582*
0.493***
0.608
0.513**
0.643*
0.578***
0.472
0.420*
0.564**
0.488*

Note *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Table 6.6: Comparison of Retrieval Performance for Proposed Personalization
Model across Uniform and Trust Scores-Based Parameter Assignment and across
Network and Topical Similarities against other Personalization Models
the strength of topical similarity measures which is more pronounced when parameters are derived from trust scores. We list the reasons behind the success of topical
similarity measures as follows:
• The nature of Twitter makes it easy to follow a wide range of people and hence
common Twitter users among those being followed may not be necessarily due to
common interests. Instead, these common users may include celebrities thereby
introducing some amount of noise when network similarity measures are used.
• Topical similarities are able to extract topical interests and preferences more
effectively thereby giving higher weight to words that reflect common interests
between a target user and his/her Twitter network.
• The difference between network and topical similarities is more pronounced
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with users in the second set of experiments4 . This is due to the fact that users
in our second set of experiments included mature researchers and followed a
diverse set of people among themselves (e.g., researchers within same region
followed a range of different people not necessarily belonging to academia). On
the other hand all users in the first set of experiments mostly followed mature
researchers and hence, network similarities between them had values close to
topical similarities.
6.3.2.3

Effect of Individual Twitter Networks

It is important to note the potential effect of individual components of the Twitter
network, namely, the mention, retweet, and follow network. For the first set of experiments, the retweet network outperformed the mention and follow network while
for the second set of experiments, the mention network outperformed the retweet
and follow network5 . Again, the reason for this difference arises from the nature of
the users in the two experiments wherein the first set of experiments was undertaken
with early-stage researchers and PhD students while the second set of experiments
was undertaken with mature researchers. It is also worth noting that early-stage researchers and PhD students are highly engaged in the retweet activity while mature
researchers engage in a lot of conversations with other researchers of their field; this
is also obvious from statistics shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. It also follows from this
observation that the nature of networks is largely driven by the nature of activities
users are involved in, and hence, combination of all three networks leads to optimal
settings.
6.3.2.4

Online Evaluation

Finally, for the online interleaved evaluation we obtained a total of 518 queries and
of these 489 queries received a click on a search result. Of these 489 queries, 302
(61.8%) queries received higher votes across our personalization model while the remaining 187 (38.2%) received higher votes across the original Google rankings. This
again demonstrates the potential for search personalization based on Twitter data to
improve the search experience. Note that we only personalize using the variant that
performs best in the offline evaluation (i.e., the one denoted by p.trusttopical ).
4
5

As mentioned previously in Section 6.3.2.1 in Table 6.4 we are revisiting this.
Note that the combination of these networks still shows the best performance.
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6.4

Summary

This chapter presented details of the application scenario whereby the Twitter-based
user model is applied to Web search personalization. We began by presenting the
overall architecture of the personalized search framework; the user model acquired
from user’s own tweets and tweets of those in his/her network (i.e., those mentioned,
retweeted and followed) form the core of the personalized search architecture (see
Figure 6.1). The diagrammatic explanation of the personalized search architecture
was followed by presentation of the overall model that combines the individual Twitter
models of Chapter 5 in a linear fashion through four parameters (i.e., λo , λm , λr , and
λf ) in equation 6.1 and then utilizing this linear combination in a re-ranking approach
over words in returned documents (see equation 6.2). We also explained the heuristics
used for parameter setting which are influenced by Twitter behavior; more specifically,
for the followed users we propose the concept of a “random surfer” wherein a user
gets bored after mentions and retweets to switch to those followed and at the same
time “trust scores” are used to model degree of interaction with those in mention and
retweet network. Detailed experimental evaluations are presented with two kinds of
offline evaluations and an online evaluation. The results demonstrate that weighting
in users leads to better performance and makes the effects of topical similarities more
pronounced; network-based similarity measures do not show a good performance on
account of the information nature of Twitter networks. Finally, online evaluations
also demonstrated that our technique performs well in a real-world search scenario.
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Chapter 7
Application of Twitter-based User
Model in Scientific Articles’
Recommendation
In this chapter, we present an approach to utilize the Twitter-based user model to
suggest scientific articles of interest to novice researchers. The approach in addition
to producing effective recommendations for scientific articles alleviates the cold-start
problem and is a step towards elimination of the gap between Twitter and science.
We begin by presenting the results of a survey conducted in order to analyze how
and why early-stage researchers use Twitter. This is followed by a description of the
overall architecture of the proposed scientific articles’ recommendation framework1 .
We then explain the process of ranking Twitter users followed by a target user in
order to obtain a list of top-k researchers that a user follows. We explain the process
of ranking research topics of interest to a target user. Both these rankings are performed in conjunction with DBLP paper titles from within our dataset. Finally, we
explain the application of the statistical language model of Chapter 5 to tweets of researchers followed by a target user in attempt to score paper titles and serve them as
recommendations to the target user. The chapter concludes with some experimental
evaluations that demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework.

7.1

Twitter Usage by Researchers

The underlying intuition behind the use of Twitter data for scholarly paper recommendations is common knowledge that scientists while attending conferences, and/or
1

The tweets by users a Twitterer follows and titles of scientific articles obtained from crawling
DBLP comprise two essential sources of data for the recommendation framework.
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while conducting experiments tweet about their experiences and these tweets in turn
can serve as a rich source for inferring research interests [75, 101]. We set up an
online survey to analyze the habits and motivations of early-stage researchers with
respect to their use of Twitter. We advertised the survey via University mailing lists
and social media services particularly targeting PhD students in early stages of their
career and who had an active Twitter account. Our main motivation was to observe
the main motivations behind young researchers’ use of Twitter and whether or not
they consider it as a valuable resource when it comes to staying up-to-date about
latest researches in a particular field. This section presents details of the undertaken
survey.
We received 280 responses distributed as follows: 65% were PhD students, 10%
MSc students, 8% research assistants, 12% postdoctoral researchers, and 5% lecturers.
The average number of years using Twitter among our respondents is 2.57 years. One
outcome of this survey is that 93% of the respondents use Twitter to stay up-to-date
about latest research developments in their respective fields. Other uses of Twitter
involved sharing knowledge about their field of expertise and communication about
their research projects; however, these goals were shared by the senior researchers
among our respondents with the early-stage researchers mainly using it for learning
about new researches through the activity of following other researchers. Finally,
87% of our respondents follow approximately 50-100 researchers on Twitter with the
average being 67.2 followed researchers per respondent and 69% consider it as highly
beneficial in terms of staying up-to-date with latest research in their fields.
Based on the findings of this initial survey of early-stage researchers we observe
that most early-stage researchers are turning to Twitter for discovering experts with
research interests similar to theirs and hence, their activities on an open medium
such as Twitter can be utilized towards the recommendation of scientific articles.
The following sections describe the proposed framework in detail.

7.2

Overall Architecture of Scientific Articles’ Recommendation

Figure 7.1 presents an overall architecture of the recommendation system for scientific
articles. This section describes the proposed recommendation framework in detail.
We follow a content-based filtering strategy in which we utilize tweets of Twitterers
that a particular user follows (from this point on we refer to these followed Twitterers
as followees) along with titles of scientific articles (the module labelled “DBLP paper
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Figure 7.1: Overall Architecture of Recommendation System for Scientific Articles
titles” in Figure 7.1 depicts these titles). Note that we only utilize the model taking
into account tweets of followees (we explain the reasoning behind this later in Section
7.3). These users depicted by set Uf are first ranked by the “User ranking module”
using topics from within followees’ tweets (i.e., T opicsf ), tweets by followees (i.e.,
TUf ), and topics from within “DBLP paper titles” (i.e., T opicsp ) to obtain the set
of researchers depicted by set Uresearchers; note that the set Uresearchers is a subset of
Uf .
The illustration in Figure 7.1 shows three researchers in Uresearchers i.e., u1 , u3
and u6 ; together these tweets comprise the set TUresearchers . Again, the tweets by
researchers TUresearchers in conjunction with topics from within “DBLP paper titles”
(i.e., T opicsp ) are used by the “Topic ranking module” to produce a list of ranked
topics that represent the target user’s topical interests. As can be seen in Figure 7.1,
u1 has tweets t5 - t8 , u3 has tweets t13 - t16 , and u6 has tweets t25 - t28 ; the distribution
P( w | TUresearchers ) is computed using these tweets and the result of the computation
is used by the “Paper scoring module” to score each paper title representing a topic
from within the list of ranked topics. We explain the functioning of “User ranking
module” and “Topic ranking module” in Section 7.3, and the functioning of “Paper
scoring module” in Section 7.4.
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7.3

Filtering Topical Interests corresponding to Paper Titles

This section presents our technique for filtering the research topics that a target
user is interested in. As mentioned in Section 7.2, the user profile model that we
propose for scientific articles’ recommendation is somewhat different from the model
proposed in Chapter 5. The difference lies in terms of the model taking into account
tweets of those users whom the target users follows (i.e., the followees) while ignoring
tweets of users that the target user mentions and retweets (recall these models from
Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5). This is done in context of the particular application
scenario of scientific articles’ recommendation and on account of the behavior of earlystage researchers on Twitter. There are many early-stage researchers who rarely
post content on Twitter i.e., they refrain from the mention and retweet activities
on Twitter. However, as the survey results of Section 7.1 show, they follow users
representing their research interests with an average of 67.2 researchers followed by a
particular user. The following subsections explain the process through which followees
are filtered to obtain the top-k researchers (Section 7.3.1), and the process through
which topics relevant to a target user’s research interests are ranked in order of his/her
preference (Section 7.3.2).

7.3.1

Ranking Module for Researchers Followed on Twitter

The first step involves the use of a topic model (more specifically, Twitter-LDA) to
obtain the topics from tweets of all the followees of a target user and the paper titles of
scientific articles. Twitter-LDA is an unsupervised machine learning technique that
discovers latent topics from a Twitter corpus [202]. Twitter-LDA differs from the
original LDA framework by Blei et al. [27] in that a single tweet is assigned a single
topic instead of a distribution over topics. This is more suited to the task at hand
as researchers’ when tweeting about their research are very specific and focused, and
mostly restricted to one topic. We apply the Twitter-LDA algorithm simultaneously
on the followees’ tweets and the paper titles with the number of topics set to 2002 .
Our aim is to filter out and produce a ranking of those followees of a user who are
involved in scientific research. To this aim, we utilize the intersection of topics found
in both paper titles and followees’ tweets. Each followee of a user is ranked as follows:
2

This number is determined empirically after determining the number which clearly distinguishes
topics of tweets and paper titles.
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Rankf ollowee = (

X

t∈T opicsp

n(t, TUf )
) ∗ |T opicsp ∩ T opicsf |
TUf

(7.1)

where TUf denotes all tweets by a followee, Topicsp denotes the set of topics
defining the titles of scientific articles, Topicsf denotes the set of topics defining the
tweets of a followee and n(t,TUf ) the number of times a particular topic ‘t’ from
within Topicsp occurs among the tweets of a followee. Accordingly, a followee will be
ranked highly if he/she contains a large number of intersections from within topics
occurring in titles of scientific articles. Based on the ranking scores of all followees
of a particular user, we obtain top-k researchers followed by a target user. The next
step involves using the topics from within tweets of these top-k researchers to find
the top-n topics of interest to the target user so as to recommend scientific articles
from within those topics.

7.3.2

Ranking Module for Research Topics

The scoring framework for topics involves summing up scores for each topic and
discovering the dominant topics. Note that we utilize the topics of the set Topicsp
from within the topics of top-k researchers and this helps avoid noisy topics in the
recommendation process. We first determine a score for each topic using the following:

Scoretopic = (

X

t∈T opicsp

n(t, TUresearchers )
)
|TUresearchers |

(7.2)

We explain further with the help of the example in Table 7.1. For the sake of understanding the example, assume a total of 10 researchers (i.e., k of top-k researchers
equalling 10) and 15 topics t1 -t15 with t3 , t5 , t6 , t7 , t8 and t10 belonging to the set
Topicsp. The scores for these topics are combined to produce a final ranking for the
topics as shown in Table 7.1; and scientific articles corresponding to these topics are
recommended in proportion to the contribution of each topic’s score.
For the sake of continuing with this example we take ‘n’ to be 3 and hence, continue
with top-3 topics from Topicsp (i.e., t8 , t10 and t7 ). Note that the incorporation of
different topics at this stage enables the generated recommendations to be diverse.
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Users
t3
0.13
0
0.4
0
0.23
0
0
0.48
0.19
0

u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
u8
u9
u10

t5
0.34
0.5
0.12
0.11
0
0.2
0.23
0
0
0.47

Topics
t6
t7
0.16
0
0
0.34
0.45 0.73
0.92 0.22
0
0.17
0.18
0
0.38 0.15
0.14 0.67
0
0.17
0
0

t8
0.53
0.68
0
0
0.25
1.21
0.78
0
0.93
0.37

t10
1.13
0.43
0
0.64
0.55
0
0
0.98
0
0.74

Table 7.1: Example to Illustrate Ranking of Topics Related to Titles of Scientific
Articles

Topic Scores

t3
1.43

t5
1.97

Topics
t6
t7
2.23 2.45

t8
4.75

t10
4.47

Table 7.2: Final Scores Assigned to Each Topic from within Topicsp

7.4

Scoring Framework using Language Models of
Followed Researchers

For the purpose of scoring each scientific article, we use a language modelling approach
to compute the likelihood of generating an article a from a language model estimated
from a user’s Twitter followees as follows:

P (u)ti (a/T ) =

Y

P (w | T )n(w,a)

(7.3)

w∈a

where w is a word in the title of articles corresponding to topic ti (in our example
ti would be t8 , t10 and t7 from among top-3 topics), n(w,a) the term frequency of w
in a, and u is the user for whom we want to generate the recommendations. Here, T
is used to represent the uniform mixture of the Twitter model of researchers followed
by a target user as follows:

P (w | T ) = P (w | TUresearchers )
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(7.4)

Here, TUresearchers denotes the tweets by the researchers whom the user u follows
corresponding to topic ti . The Twitter model P(w | TUresearchers ) can be estimated as:

P (w | TUresearchers ) =

1
|TUresearchers | t∈T

X

P (w | t)

(7.5)

Uresearchers

The constituent language model for TUresearchers are a uniform mixture of the language models of researchers’ tweets corresponding to topic ti and employing Dirichlet
prior smoothing:
n(w, coll)
|coll|
|t| + µ

n(w, t) + µ
P (w | t) =

where n(w,.) denotes the frequency of word w in (.), coll is short for collection
which refers to all tweets by top-k researchers, and |.| is the overall length of the tweet
or the collection. As before, µ is the Dirichlet prior and we utilize the standard value
of ‘2000’ for it.
With respect to differences from the model of Chapter 5, another difference arises
within the filtering step explained above (refer to Section 7.3); this filtering step
replaces the need for any similarity measure of Section 5.2.3 (Chapter 5) being taken
into account. Intuitively, application of similarity measures for the task at hand can
be prone to errors as similarities may be unable to capture research interests. On
the other other hand, performing filtering of researchers and then research topics in
conjunction with titles of scientific papers ensures narrowing down of topics relevant
to research interests of a target user.
Moreover, equation 7.3 can be modified to include various factors such as freshness
score of an academic article (i.e, a measure based upon year of publication), impact
factor of venues and/or impact factor of authors. The content-based filtering strategy
within our model enables it to be extensible and flexible in addition to being able
to produce diverse recommendations. Moreover, the proposed model alleviates the
cold-start problem commonly encountered in the recommendation systems’ domain
whereby user ratings for items to be recommended are not available; in this case
however, the tweets by the followees of a target user serve as the starting point.
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7.5

Experimental Evaluations

In this section we describe our experimental evaluations that demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. We first describe the dataset of recruited users
along with the dataset of scientific articles followed by details of experimental results.

7.5.1

Experimental Setup

7.5.1.1

Dataset

We recruited 64 active Twitter users with permission to use their Twitter data for
the purpose of experimental evaluations. Using the Twitter API, we obtained the
tweets of all their followees. Table 7.3 shows some basic statistics about the dataset.
The titles of scientific articles are gathered by application of focused crawling to
DBLP using the boilerpipe API [95]. A total of 50,252 titles were fetched from
a record of various Computer Science conferences and journals from within diverse
research fields such as databases, embedded systems, graphics, information retrieval,
networks, operating systems, programming languages, software engineering, security,
user interface, and social computing.
Average No. of Followees per User 237
Maximum No. of Followees
1022
Minimum No. of Followees
54
Average Tweets per Followee
508
Total Tweets in Collection
32,518
Table 7.3: Statistics about Employed Twitter Dataset

7.5.1.2

Parameters and Evaluation Measures

For the purpose of our experimental evaluations, we set ‘k’ described in Section 7.3 to
30, 60 and 90 respectively i.e., we use top-30, top-60 and top-90 researchers followed
by a user for generating his/her list of scientific articles’ recommendation. The number of topics ‘n’ of Section 7.3 is set to 15. As in standard information retrieval, top
ranked documents are the most important since users often scan just the first ranks
and hence, each user was asked to mark as relevant or irrelevant the top-20 articles
recommended to him/her. We evaluated our recommender system using Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Precision @ 10 (P@10)3 .
3

Note that we treat each user as a separate query.
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The content-based filtering strategy based on tf-idf by Phelan et al. [132] is used as
a baseline to compare the effectiveness of our recommendation model; we explained
this strategy in Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 3 of this thesis. We remind the reader that
the recommendation system by Phelan et al. suggests a method that promotes news
stories from a user’s favorite RSS feeds based on Twitter activity through application
of a content-based recommendation technique by mining terms from both the RSS
feeds and the Twitter messages [132]. Note that to compare our approach with the
one proposed by Phelan et al.’s we replace contents in RSS feeds with content of
scientific paper titles in order to ensure a fair comparison.

7.5.2

Experimental Results

We evaluate the performance of our proposed recommendation model using the relevance judgements obtained for the 64 users. Table 7.4 shows the experimental results
i.e. MAP, MRR and P@10 values for our approach with the different parameter settings for ‘k’ and for the approach by Phelan et al.; we use student’s t-test to verify the
soundness of our evaluations and the results corresponding to our model are statistically significant with p < 0.05. We report the results together across the judgements
for all 64 users.
Our recommendation model built on top of the framework presented in Chapter
5 is able to outperform the tf-idf baseline and this is due to terms introducing a
significant amount of noise when recommending scientific articles. On the other
hand, topics tend to be clean and give a better representation of research interests of
a novice researcher; furthermore, to illustrate the diversity of topics we have shown
top-7 words corresponding to top-5 topics for one of the users in our evaluations
in Table 7.5. It is evident from Table 7.5 that the topics are from within diverse
and non-overlapping research areas and this demonstrates the strength of the topic
filtering approach explained in Section 7.3.
On account of applying the language modelling framework of Section 7.4 to tweets
derived from within topics, the recommendation process is able to avoid noisy terms
and captures research interests accurately. As an example, the approach by Phelan
et al. recommends many papers from within the field of “operating systems” to
early-stage researchers in “information retrieval” due to the tf-idf score of the term
“systems” being high; however, our approach is able to avoid this limitation due to
application of topical filtering as explained in Section 7.34 . Finally, as evident from
4

Our framework applies term scoring from within the language modelling framework but restricts
it to tweets of researchers belonging to a specific topic ti .
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Chosen
Algo
top-30
top-60
top-90
Phelan et al.

MAP
0.461
0.651
0.511
0.384

Measures
MRR
0.667
0.878
0.728
0.528

P @10
0.512
0.681
0.643
0.496

Table 7.4: Comparison of Retrieval Performance for our Proposed Personalization
Model
experimental results in Table 7.4 the model with parameter ‘k’ set to 60 outperforms
all the other versions and intuitively this makes sense due to a limited amount of
researchers the user is actually interested in (as the survey from Section 7.1 shows
that an average of 67.2 researchers are followed by a particular user).
Top Terms Describing
Topic (from TwitterLDA)

Topic

Social Network Analysis

social, networks, analysis,
online, information, community, detection

Computational Intelligence

fuzzy, neural, networks,
control, systems, learning,
forecasting
network, wireless, sensor,
mobile, scheduling, routing,
traffic
information, query, interfaces, users, relevance, contextual, exploratory

Wireless Networking

Information Science

logic, probabilistic, reasoning, constraint, inference,
model, temporal

Logic Programming

Table 7.5: Top-7 Words from Top-5 Topics for a User in Experimental Evaluations
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7.6

Summary

Researchers are actively turning to Twitter in an attempt to network with other
researchers, and stay updated with respect to various scientific breakthroughs. Young
and novice researchers have also found Twitter as a valuable source of information in
terms of staying up-to-date with various developments in their field of research. In
this chapter, we presented an approach built upon our Twitter-based user model of
Chapter 5 to utilize this valuable information source for suggesting scientific articles of
interest to novice researchers. We applied basic modifications to the model presented
in Chapter 5 in an attempt to tailor it to the task at hand thereby demonstrating
the strength of the model. The proposed extensions involved taking into account
tweets of users followed by a target user while ignoring tweets of users mentioned and
retweeted; this is done to reflect the behavior of early-stage researchers on Twitter
whereby they do not indulge in mention or retweet activities. Our findings in this
chapter presented an attempt to answer the second and third research question in
Section 1.2.1 of Chapter 1 of this thesis. We presented a diagrammatic explanation of
the overall architecture of our scientific articles’ recommendation framework followed
by an explanation of the process through which we obtain topics relevant to the target
user’s research interests. Another modification to the model of Chapter 5 was ignoring
similarity measures between a target user and his/her Twitter network and instead
utilization of a topic modelling-based filtering strategy to first obtain a list of top-k
researchers followed by a list of top-n research topics. The tweets of top-k researchers
representing top-n research topics are utilized in the language modelling framework
of Chapter 5 to score each paper title (obtained from our custom “DBLP dataset”).
The approach in addition to producing effective recommendations for scientific articles
alleviated the cold-start problem and served as a step towards elimination of the gap
between Twitter and science.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This chapter provides a broad summary of our work in this thesis. We begin by
summarizing the main contributions to the research field in Section 8.1. We then
review our findings with respect to our research questions in Section 8.2 followed
by summarizing the significance of research outcomes of this thesis in Section 8.3.
Finally, in Section 8.4 we discuss future directions for the research conducted in this
thesis.

8.1

Summary of Contributions

There is an explosion of information on the World Wide Web today which has lead
towards the “information overload” problem . The nature of this problem is getting
severe day-by-day; personalization has been extensively explored as a solution to this
problem context with most efforts at personalization making use of log-based data
for making inferences about users on the World Wide Web. The changing nature of
the Web however makes necessary the application of modern means through which
users can be modelled and their interests, goals, context, knowledge and preferences
captured: this thesis is a significant contribution with regards to utilization of such
modern means for modelling users. Specifically, we have contributed to the demonstration of Social Web data as an effective means for making inferences about a user.
We presented the notion of “social breadcrumbs” to refer to traces left behind by users
during their interactions on modern-day social networking platforms; and attempted
to research into the usefulness of these traces by means of creating user profiles with
the help of these traces.
Following presents a focussed summary of the contributions of this thesis:
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• We have attempted to advance state-of-the-art with respect to the “privacypersonalization” paradox [19, 195]. To the best of our knowledge, this work
presents the first attempt at pursuing a study of users’ privacy concerns from the
viewpoint of their Social Web activities. We conducted extensive user surveys
in an attempt to study the correlations between users’ privacy concerns with
respect to Web search personalization1 and their social network usage patterns.
The participants’ responses to the survey questions enabled us to use a regression model for identifying the relationship between SNS variables and willingness to personalize Web search. The findings of the model reveal that males are
more likely to consider Web search personalization as beneficial while location
and age do not have much effect on willingness for Web search personalization.
Furthermore, the presence of a user on Twitter and/or Google+ is a strong
indicator that he/she will consider Web search personalization as beneficial and
similar is the case for his/her high usage of Twitter and/or Google+; the increase is more significant for user presence on Google+ and for high usage of
Google+. Additionally, as expected an increase in posting frequency on Facebook increases the odds of willingness to personalize Web search and contrary to
expectation, an increase in the number of users’ friends on Facebook decreases
the odds of willingness to personalize Web search. Lastly, users who use SNS
more frequently for Q & A activities are more likely to be willing to opt for
Web search personalization in addition to users who frequently consider that
responses coming from SNS as more reliable than responses from search engines.
With respect to a user’s awareness with regards to the personalization feature
in current Web search engines, the likelihood is increased if the user is a male,
has a presence on LinkedIn, has a high posting frequency on Facebook, and has
a high number of tweets on Twitter. With regards to user awareness with regards to search engines making use of user search history data for the process of
Web search personalization, the likelihood is increased for males, for users with
Twitter and/or LinkedIn presence, and for highly frequent Twitter users. With
regards to comfort level with search engines utilization of user search history
data for the process of Web search personalization, the likelihood is increased
for males, for users of Twitter, Google+ and/or bookmarking sites, for more
frequent Google+ users, for users with less mentions and/or high number of
tweets on Twitter, for users who frequently use SNS for Q & A activities and
1

This was taken up as one of the case-studies for personalized applications.
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consider responses from SNS to be more reliable than responses coming from
search engines.
We also performed a follow-up user survey for use in a support vector machine
(SVM) based prediction framework. The prediction results lead to the observation that SNS features such as a user’s demographic factors (such as age, gender,
location), a user’s presence or absence on Twitter and Google+, amount of activity on Twitter and Google+ along with the user’s tendency to ask questions
on social networks are significant predictors in characterising users who would
be willing to opt for personalized Web search results.
• We proposed a statistical language model by means of which user’s long-term
interests are captured in an effective manner. Two unique aspects of the model
are its utilization of an alternate source of data from microblogs (specifically,
Twitter) and its ability to take into account various features of a user’s Twitter
network and his/her behavior on Twitter. More specifically, the model aims to
compute the likelihood of an item’s relevance to a user via estimation of the
likelihood of the item given a language model for the user2 . Within the user
language model, aspects of a user’s Twitter posts and his/her Twitter network
(users followed, mentioned, retweeted) are used to capture his/her interests
and preferences. Moreover, the model also incorporates similarity measures
between a user and his/her network based upon user interactions on Twitter
i.e., network-based similarity based upon common users followed by a given
user and a user in his/her network; or topical similarity based upon the topics
present within their tweets.
• The strength of the model is demonstrated by means of its application in two
case-studies, namely, Web search personalization, and scientific articles’ recommendation. Various extensions and enhancements are applied to the model to
adjust it for the application scenarios under consideration; in this context the
contributions are as follows:
– In the application of the proposed Twitter-based user model to personalized search, we introduce the concept of a “random surfer” in which
we mimic the behavior of the random surfer where he/she gets bored after several mentions and retweets thereby switching to a random followed
2

Items in this context can be Web documents retrieved by a Web search engine if the model is
applied for Web search personalization, or books to be bought from a book web site if the model is
applied for a book recommendation system.
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Twitterer in his/her network. Moreover, the concept of “trust scores” is
also introduced which captures the level of user engagement via user’s own
tweeting behavior, his/her mentions and his/her retweets. These Twitter
behavior heuristics are utilized for setting the parameters of our Twitterbased user model. Experimental results clearly demonstrate that incorporation of Twitter behavior heuristics into the model shows superior performance.
– In the application of the proposed Twitter-based user model to scientific
articles’ recommendation, we only take into account tweets of those a user
follows while ignoring mention and retweet networks3 . Furthermore, instead of utilizing similarity measures from within the model we adopt a
filtering approach that utilizes topic modelling. The filtering approach is
able to obtain researchers followed by Twitter along with topics relevant
to his/her research interest; the statistical language model scoring mechanism is then applied tweets representative of the ranked list of research
topics to generate recommendations of scientific articles.

8.2

Answers to Research Questions

Let us now examine how our work answers the research questions stated in Chapter
1.
RQ1. Can a user’s social network usage patterns serve as a window into
his/her privacy concerns with respect to personalization?
This question has been answered by means of the user survey conducted in
Chapter 4 whereby we investigated the correlation between users’ social network usage patterns and his/her privacy concerns with respect to personalization. Our correlation analysis yielded useful insights in terms of how presence
and high usage of various social networking platforms has an effect on personalization willingness and comfort level with search history data. In fact, the
most positive correlation was exhibited for users with a presence on Google+
and Twitter along with high usage of these two social networking platforms.
Furthermore, Q & A activity on social networking sites is also a strong indicator of openness to personalization. The conclusions derived from the answer to
this particular research question forms a basis for our user modelling strategy
in this thesis.
3

Note that the model is flexible in that such a modification is easily incorporated.
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RQ2. Can sources other than tags and Web page annotations be utilized
as a source of evidence for user profile creation?
This question forms the basis of our user modelling efforts, and was initially
derived by the findings of the user survey in Chapter 4. Recall from survey
findings in Table 4.2 that only 15.8% of participants in our survey utilize social
bookmarks/tags and hence, its feasibility as a source of evidence for user profile
creation is questionable. On the other hand, an increasing number of users
are turning to microblogging platforms, particularly Twitter. Twitter is unique
in that it provides users not only with the opportunity to create their own
content but also allows them to engage in rich interactions with other Twitter
users. We explored the possibility of utilizing Twitter for user profile creation
and proposed a modelling strategy based on statistical language models. The
strategy was tuned for application in Web search personalization together with
a scientific articles’ recommendation framework, and experimental outcomes
demonstrate the usefulness of Twitter as a source for effective user modelling.
RQ3. Is it possible to utilize the social network information (friendship
links) of a user in order to create a richer and more enhanced user
profile?
The answer to this question lies in our exploration of a user’s Twitter network
within the user model of Chapter 5. The primary modes of user interaction on
Twitter are following, mentions and retweets; and our model incorporates these
relationships by taking into account the language of users within these networks. The effectiveness of the model is increased by incorporating the content
generated by other users to whom the user being modelled is connected in the
social network. This is because in many cases a user does not post his/her own
tweets but follows, mentions or retweets other Twitter users. We explore incorporation of these users into our model via network-based similarity measures
and topical similarity measures; and topical similarity measures show perform
better. Furthermore, the degree of interaction with a user is also taken into
account via “trust scores” in the parameter setting step during the application
of our model to Web search personalization. Our findings reveal that the effect
of incorporating the notion of interaction degree and topical similarities with
connected users ensures effective performance of personalized applications.
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8.3

Significance of Research Outcome

The benefits of approaching the “privacy-personalization” paradox from a social network usage viewpoint are two-fold; first, it helps in characterizing users who are
comfortable with personalization and second, it helps in identification leading to use
of an effective source that does not entail a huge amount of privacy concerns. In fact,
through exploitation of Social Web data, predictions can be made about user preferences without requiring explicit user input thereby solving the problems encountered
in explicit user modelling (refer to Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3 for an overview of these
problems). Moreover, utilizing Twitter as a source of evidence for user profile creation
lays the necessary groundwork for alleviation of users’ privacy concerns with respect
to personalization. This is on account of the fact that most Twitter profiles are open
in nature. Finally, the work in this thesis serves as a significant basis with regards to
efforts aiming towards incorporation of social information in the information-seeking
process [63].

8.4

Future Directions

There are different research directions generated by the work in this thesis. We list
some of these as follows:
• Combination of explicit and implicit user modelling approaches: An
interesting aspect with regards to the user survey on social network usage patterns and personalization-related privacy concerns is its ability to infer users
who are comfortable with accumulation of their log data. A future direction
could be integration of such a survey within a Web search engine in an attempt
to explicitly gather information about users’ privacy concerns.
• Combination of Social Web data with log-based data: Another interesting direction could be merging log-based usage information that is typically
acquired by personalized applications with Social Web data in an attempt to
create richer user profiles. An implicit outcome of such an effort would be
removal of noise from within log-based data.
• Utilization of Twitter-based language model in query adaptation
framework: So far the model was applied in a result adaptation framework
with respect to Web search personalization, i.e., we re-ranked search results
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obtained from a non-personalized baseline. An interesting aspect worth exploring would be application of user model in a query adaptation framework for
enhanced Web search personalization.
• Integrating concepts within Twitter-based user model: The Twitterbased user model operates on set of terms from within documents and tweets;
an aspect worth exploring is utilization of concepts from within the tweets for
a richer user profile representation.
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Appendix A
Survey
Correlating Web Search Personalization to Users
Social Network Us
This study is part of a joint research activity at National University of Ireland, Galway and University of Milano-Bicocca. The study focuses on discovering a correlation
between Web Search personalization and Social Network usage based on user preferences. Web search personalization can be defined as production of search results
centered around user’s preferences. For example, when a user issues the query ’apple’
on a search engine, he/she might be looking for the company ‘Apple’ or the fruit ‘apple’, this ambiguity could be minimized by understanding the user’s usual preferences
and context.
Note: This survey is purely for academic purposes, the data would contribute as
statistics in the study while the users contributing in it shall remain strictly confidential and treated as anonymous (in order to respect user privacy).

Your Name?*
Your Twitter handle will also be acceptable. Although we are asking for names we
will not publish any names whatsoever; results shall remain anonymous.
Your Gender?*
Male
Female
Your Location?*
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Your Age?*
1-20
21-30

31-40

41-50

Above 50

Your Profession?*
Student
Full-Time Worker
Family Maker
Unemployed
You can check more than one options if you belong to multiple domains.

Retired

Which of the following social networks do you use the most?*
Facebook
Twitter
Bookmarking sites (Reddit, del.icio.us, Digg etc.)
Google+

LinkedIn

Other:

Which of the following social network accounts do you have?*
Facebook
Twitter
Bookmarking sites (Reddit, del.icio.us, Digg etc.)
Google+

LinkedIn

Other:

What is your frequency of usage of the most used social network that you
chose above?*
Several times a day
Every few months

Once or twice a day
Yearly

Weekly

Monthly

Never

How often do you post something on Facebook (sharing link, photo, status
update etc. ?*
Frequently (Almost daily or sometimes more than once per day)
Sometimes (After several days)
Rarely
Never
Choose never if you do not have a Facebook account.
How often do you like something on Facebook (it can be any post or
page)?*
Frequently (Almost daily or sometimes more than once per day)
Sometimes (After several days)
Rarely
Never
Choose never if you do not have a Facebook account.
Give the approximate number of your Facebook friends:*
Less than 100
100-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
More than 500
Select only if you have a Facebook account.
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Web Search Personalization Preferences
This section of the survey concerns Web search personalization feature offered by
search engines of today and user’s level of interaction with this feature.
Are you aware of the personalization feature in Web search engines such
as iGoogle?*
Yes
No

Don’t Know

Do you think that personalized search results would be a benefit to you?*
Yes
No
Don’t Know
Are you aware that search engines make use of your search history data
(clickthrough data or query logs) for personalization?*
Yes
No
Clickthrough data refers to history of clicked links across queries and query logs refers
to a complete log of queries you enter on search engine.
Are you comfortable with the fact that search engines analyze your search
activity (history) data for the sake of personalizing Web search results?*
Yes

No

Do you agree with the notion that personalization in Web search engines
makes the process of information-seeking easier and less painstaking?*
Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree nor Disagree
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Disagree

QA Behavior on Social Networks
This section of the survey concerns question and answering patterns on social networks.
Have you ever used social networks for information-seeking?*
Yes
No
Information-seeking is a general name given to the activity of posing queries to your
friends/acquaintances on social networks for example seeking their opinions on consumer products or services, or seeking advice.
Question-answering activity on social networks is a useful task for you?*
Yes
No
How often do you ask questions on social networks?*
Most of the time

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

How often do you feel that responses coming from social networks are
more reliable than those coming from Web search engines?*
Most of the time
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Please respond to this question if you have ever used social networks for information
seeking.
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Appendix B
Publications
Following are the list of papers which form the main body of the thesis.
• Younus, A., Qureshi, M. A., Manchanda, P., ORiordan, C., & Pasi, G. (2014).
Utilizing microblog data in a topic modelling framework for scientific articles
recommendation. In Social Informatics (pp. 384-395). Springer International
Publishing.
• Younus, A., ORiordan, C., & Pasi, G. (2014). A Language Modeling Approach
to Personalized Search Based on Users Microblog Behavior. In Advances in
Information Retrieval (pp. 727-732). Springer International Publishing.
• Younus, A., ORiordan, C., & Pasi, G. (2013). Predictors of users willingness to
personalize web search. In Flexible Query Answering Systems (pp. 459-470).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
Other papers published during thesis — related topics in Information Retrieval, Social
Media Analytics or Online Education but not central to this thesis.
• Younus, A., Qureshi, M.A., Griffith, J., O’Riordan, C., & Pasi, G. (2015). A
Study into the Correlation between Narcissism and Facebook Communication
Patterns. In Web Intelligence Conference.
• Qureshi, M. A., Younus, A., Yousuf, M., Moiz, A., Saeed, M., Touheed, N., ...
& Pasi, G. (2014). YummyKarachi: Using Real-Time Tweets for Restaurant
Recommendations in an Unsafe Location. In UMAP Workshops.
• Younus, A., Qureshi, M. A., Saeed, M., Touheed, N., O’Riordan, C., & Pasi, G.
(2014, April). Election trolling: analyzing sentiment in tweets during pakistan
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elections 2013. In Proceedings of the companion publication of the 23rd international conference on World wide web companion (pp. 411-412). International
World Wide Web Conferences Steering Committee.
• Younos, A. (2012). Online education for developing contexts. ACM Crossroads,
19(2), 27-29.
• Younus, A., O’Riordan, C., & Pasi, G. (2012). CIRGDISCO at RepLab2012
Filtering Task: A Two-Pass Approach for Company Name Disambiguation in
Tweets. In CLEF (Online Working Notes/Labs/Workshop).
• Younus, A., Qureshi, M. A., Kingrani, S. K., Saeed, M., Touheed, N., O’Riordan,
C., & Gabriella, P. (2012, April). Investigating bias in traditional media through
social media. In Proceedings of the 21st international conference companion on
World Wide Web (pp. 643-644). ACM.
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